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NewVP
finalists
selected

City adds
shoppin·g
center

By RHONNDA KERR

By JAY MOREHEAD

Editor in Chief

Murray State University's
vice presidential screening committee narrowed the list of final
candidates for the next vice
president for university relations and administrative services to five Monday and
presented it to President
Ronald J. Kurth for review.
"They delivered the list
yesterday, and I have spent a
good amount of time reviewing
it this morning," Kurth said
during an interview Tuesday.
Kurth said the names of the
five finalists will remain confidential until he has had a
chance to review them further
and make certain that each of
them is still available for the
position.
"We started to advertise for
the position in July," he said.
· "This being October,· it is only
simple prudence to make sure
that nothing has changed and
each of the ca.ndidates could
still come here for an interview
if asked.
"We've got to keep the interest of the candidates in mind
and protect them in their present places of employment," he
said.
Kurth said that it is also im·
portant that he consult with
other faculty and staff, par·
ticularly Jamee L. Booth, provost and vice president for
academic and student affairs,
before releasing the names and
scheduling interviews.
"Since the person we select is
going to be very important to all
of us, I am going to approach
the selection of the candidate
with a very measured attitude."

Staff Writer
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SEE NO EVIL: Dunker cove... hie eyee during lest week's football game agelnet
Tennessee Tech. The Rece... lost to the Golden Eagles 16-3.

Finding just the right. store in Murray to fit your needs will soon be easier
as plans for a new shopping center take
shape.
The U.S. Department of Interior and
Murray officials have approved the ex·
change of a 12-acre tract of the
Murray-Calloway County Park to
develop the new shopping center.
The National Parks Service reviewed
the proposal earlier this year but rejected it because of low apprais'al
figures of the land. Then it was sent
back to Murray officials for
reconsideration.
The land was pat·tially developed for
park use through state and federal
funds . According to the grant requirements, it must be traded for a
land of greater or equal value.
"This phase has been a long and
drawn out'' process," said Butch
Seargent, chief land surveyor.· "Now
all has been approved in Atlanta and
Washington, and we are ready for the
next step."
Atlanta is the regional office of the
Department of the Interior. The approval needed the signatures of the Interior Department officials and several
city and county officals.
. The deal involved swapping the land
owned ' by the park acijacent to
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center on
Highway 641 for an undeveloped
12-acre tract bordering Bee Creek on
the park's northern boundary.
Developers Howard and G.T. Brandon have also agreed to pay the park
$75,000 for development of the Bee
Creek property.
"The next phase of the project is test
core drilling," Seargent said.

By MELANIE BUCKLIN

Murray State University
faculty and students were given
an opportunity Wednesday to
voice their complaints about
MSU in the Student Government Association's annual
Gripe Day.
SGA booths were located in
the Curris Center and Faculty
Hall where students and faculty
could fill out forms to make
their complaints known.
Rachel Morrisette, university
affairs chairman, · said SGA
holds the event each year in
order to pinpoint the problems
on campus.
"We gather and look at the information and see if we can do

See SHOPPING CENTER
Page 7

SGA releases 'Gripe ·oay' res·
u lts
.

Assistant News Editor

1

'If the students don't
say anything about the
problems, we can't do
anything about tT,em.'
- Morrisette
anything about the complaints
people make," she said.
"Afterward, we write to the
people who would be in charge
of that problem," she said. "For
instance if the complaint was
about the residence halls we
would write to the Housing
Office."
Morrisette said 38 people participated in this year's Gripe
Day.
Sixteen complaints were
about the parking on campus.

---

Eddie Allen, SGA presid~nt,
has already written to the appropriate University officials
concerning the complaints
about parking, she said.
Seven complaint& were about
food services, both the long
lines and the varying prices for
the same meals on different
meal plans.
The last 15 were single cornplaints about various aspects of
campus, including the
Styrofoam containers uaed in
food services and the speeding
traffic on 16th Street where
crosswalks are located.
Morrisette said she wanted to
stresa to students that these
forms are not simply thrown in
the trash but are looked at very
seriously.

"Sometimes students are
leary of just making complaints
to faculty and the administra·
tion, so this makes it easier."
she said. "If the students don't
say anything about the problems, we can't do anything
about them."

Fashion takes
step back
to the 60s
15
Volleyball team
off to best
start ever
23

Morrisette said more Gripe
Days are planned throughout
the semester.
The next Gripe Day will be
during the week of Oct. 29 with
booths located in the Currie
Center, Business Building and
Faculty Hall.

:•llilix,~;i~ffl{!~f~~t~-:~'t.1::~

Morrisette said the next time
forms may even be distributed
and collected in the residence
halls so that more people will
have a chance to respond.
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Murray State remembers its founding
By BRAD CRAFTON
Staff Writer

A crowd of about 350
students, faculty and staff were
on hand in Lovett Auditorium
Wednesday afternoon for the
1990 Founders' Day
Convocation.
The convocation is an annual
event held each fall to com·
memorate the opening of Mur·
ray State Normal School on
Sept. 24, 1923. The original
school was located in what is
now Murray Middle School and
bad an enrollment of 202
students.
The ceremony was presided
over by James L. Booth, provost
and vice-president for academic
affairs, with music provided by
the MSU Wind Ensemble. In attendance at the event were past
recipients of the Golden
Horseshoe Award, present and
former members of the Board of
Regents and president emeritus
Harry M. Sparks.
President Ronald J. Kurth
made a brief opening statement
in which. he remarked about
fOUDders in each generation of
students. Kurth said the
University is standing on the
brink of a new era and the
chance to be founders of that
new era exists for students at
Murray State today.
During the ceremony, four
Murray State alumni were
honored with Golden Horseshoe
Awards for years of support to
Murray State. The awards were
established in 1986 by the Murray State Alumni Association
and the Student Alumni
A.aeociatioft.te reeognfze the bn~
portance of alumni service to
Murray State.
During his opening address,

Kurth said the University i.s
what it is because of the contributions of the recipients of
the award. Kurth referred to
them as founders, visionaries
and doers. "You are the people
that turn dreams into reality
and thoughts into action,"
Kurth said.
Recipients of this year's
Golden Horseshoe Awards were
Ben W. Humphreys, '50 and
'61, Emma Sue Hutson, '43,
L.D. Miller, '37, and Forrest C.
Pogue, '31.
Humphreys earned his
bachelor's and master's degrees
at Murray State and has served
as a faculty member in the
department of educational
leadership and counseling for
28 years. He has also been
chairman of the Alumni
Association's scholarship selection committee for more than 20
years.
"My first thought was 'why
me?'," Humphreys said. "What
Photo by JOHN BERNING
had I done to earn this. Upon
reflection this makes me feel
good . Maybe I made a Dr. Ronald Kurth pre~ented Golden Horaeahoe Awards to alumni (from left) Emma Sue Hutson,
Forrest Pogue, L.D. Miller, and Ben Humphreys at the Murray State University Founder's Day
difference."
Hutson was a faculty member Convocation on Oct. 3.
in speech for 23 years and today who is watching you,'' Hutson and is a well-known author of a the institution we are benefit.
operates businessea in both 881·d
four-volume biography of ting ourselves. "The bigger
Murray and Daytona Beach,
·
General George C. Marshall.
Fla. She has served a8 secretary
M i I 1 e r i s a r e t i r e d Pogue also served as director of Murray becomes the bigger you
become by being one of ita
and on the executive council of bu8inesaman and former Mur· the Smithsonian Institution's graduates,"
Pogue said.
the Alumni Aasociation. She ray city councilman. He i.s most Dwight D. Eisenhower Institute
After the events in Lovett
w a s i n 8 t r u m e n t a 1 i n widely known for his contribu- for Historical Research in
Auditorium, a tree was planted
establishing an endowment tion of the land that is home to Wash'
DC
next to Blackburn Science
· E . M'll
If
mgton,
·
·
fun d wt'th Hu taon Chem.l'cal t he Franc1s
1 er go
Pogue has donated more than Building to honor Alfred M.
Company for scholarships. Hut- course. Ground breaking seven tons of books, papers and
son said she wanted to look to ceremonies will take place over memorabilia which are houaed Wolfson.
Wolfson was a faculty
the ~ture and offered a piece of homecoming week~nd for _the in the Forrest c. Pogue Library.
adv1ce for future Murray State ne_w clubhouee he 18 d~nating. He waa named a Distinguished member of the department of
[p"aduatea. · ...... ~.~. ........._-.......-Maller.·haa also ~~l~ed .. ~.Alumnua in 1964"and served as biological sciences for nearly 40
yean. Wolfson died on April28. • •
"Behave yourselves. ~fundtohelpmamtamthe president of the Alumni After the ceremony a reception
1
Wherever you go there will be a fac hty.
Aasociation in 1971-72.
was held by the College of
Murray State graduate there
Pogue lives in Arlington, Va.,
Pogue said that by bettering Science.

Campus rapes are more thaf1 just rumors
By PATTI BEYERLE

Editor
Two years ago today on Oct. 5
and 6, 1988, two violent rapes
were attempted on Murray
.", • Get to a safe .place •.
State University's campus.
This startling reality of rape
at MSU created a frightening
Call police· to report the
concern across campus and in
the Murray community. Unfor~
crime. ·
tunately , this heightened
awareness was short-lived.
Call for
or ~ help.
"When you have a serious
..
.
crime, people pay attention to it
for a while, but then they go
wa~h, dquc,he~ or .\ •::,.
· back to their common prac·
tices," said Capt. Carl Martin
,~ change cl~thet,s
..
of the public safety department.
"Most people think this won't
1:': ,, · • , Get . medical·
l happen to meu
Statistics prove that · these
· , Jmmedla~ely at ,~ospital
people bet$:er thil}k twice.
One out of . seven female
students is a victil!l of rape on
college campuses dcross the na·
tion, no matter the size of the
1f:~;..:x . . .~:- .~
x~
.: : . . ·. :;. :
.
school or its location. One out of
No one asks
raped. ~ It· wa• t
t twelve male students at these
~·
('>'"=~· ,,, · t"schools admits to attempting or
committing a rape.
~-<~. ~.f :~;·
1{:·
~~
::
'·
··:<
In addition, : ttie Nation;l
the
Crime Survey states that for
every reported rape, there are
, is.
left,wtth overwhelming
three to ten unreported ones.
Joe Green, director of public
\)-fVIIogs
safety, said his gut feeling is
that there are many more rapes
-%
s~ame.:
:···
.
·.·
that occur at Murray State than
are ever reported. "I'd say that
Source RAPE VICTIM SERVICES
probably for every one that is
Graph•c by ROB WILKERSON
reported, six occur,'' he said.
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•"Although our statistics on
rape . and sexual crime are
sjgnificantly lower than other
institutions, we are still
vulnerable,'' Green said.
Green said he advises
students to avoid walking in
dark places on campus or going
in buildings by themselves.
"Safety is in numbers, twos or
t~ees as opposed to being
arone. Most of it's common

sense."

lPublic safety provides an
elcort' service for students who
dd not want to walk across campQs by themselves at night.
There are also six calkboxes
lqcated around the stadium
parking lot which are a direct
line to the public safety office.
The phone number for public
safety is 762-2222.
Martin said if a rapt- occurs, it
is imperative that the victim
get. a physical exammat1on as
quickly as possible before
changing clothes or taking a
shower. This is important in

order to preserve physical
evidence that the victim was
raped and for additional
evidence to identify the offender, he said.
Martin said it is also important that the victim remember
anything and everything she
can about the assailant. such as
jewelry, scars, tatoos, tone of
voice, or a certain odor such as
alcohol or perfume.
Murray State's Counseling
and Testing Center offers free
and confidential rape counseling for victims of sexual
assault.
Bill Allbritten, director of the
Center, said common reactions
after a rape are feelings offear,
guilt and self-loathing. "It's important that their anger be
directed at the assaulter and
not at themselves," he said.
Allbritten said a counselor
will talk with a rape victim to
give them insight into what
happened and make them
realize that 1t was an assault
and not something they brought
on. "The counselor acts as a
sounding board to make sure
their feelings of anger are dealt
with in a positive way," Allbrit·
ten said.
The number of the Counseling
and Testing Center is 762-6851.
There is also a support call line
provided by the Rape Victim
Services in Paducah. Their
number is 442-RAPE.
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Ordinance places restrictions on signs
By TERESA MAYS
Staff Writer

No longer will local organiza.
tions be a ble to express
t hemselves in large, fl apping
signs. Murray's new sign ordinance has placed restrictions
on local businesses, fraternities
and sor oTities.
Murray City Pla nner Don
Elias said the new sign ordinance was approved in 1989.
However, Murray did not start
enforcing the rule until July
1990.
Elias said the signs which are
prohibited are as followed:
flashing or blinking signs; neon
lighting that outlines the
building; roof signs; mobile
signs with wheels; advertising
s igns ; p e nants; banners;
streamers; rotating or flapping
signs; billboards; and yard sale
signs.
Elias said the Murray Plann·
ing Commission is trying to
notify all businesses of the or·
dinance. The commission has
also had several public hearings
on the ordinance.
"The purpose of the sign ordinance is to keep the looks of
the community a little nice; to
keep it from looking junked up;
and to keep down the clutter of
the community," Elias said.
Elias said another purpose of
the ordinance is for safety
reasons. Mobile signs can block
the view of oncoming cars,
therefore, causing a wreck.
"We feel the sign ordinance
has made a lot of improvements

to the looks of the community,"
Elias said.
Elias said the businesses. who
might have difficulties in adjusting to the ordinance, are
service stations and car dealers.
Service stations have a number
of signs because some of them
have mini-markets and car
washes. Meanwhile, car dealers
have several streamers in their
lot.
"The area that we've had a
little trouble deciding is how to
respond to signs at gas stations
which don't seem to be legal,
but yet are not quite mentioned
specifically in the ordinance,"
Elias said.
Those organizations that fail
to comply with the ordinance
will be notified by mail. If they
do not reply, Zoning Ad·
justments will contact them. If
that fails, they will be issued a
citation, no less than $10 and no
more than $500, Elias said.
Elias said for businesses the
maximum size of free standing
signs is 80 square feet, while
eight square feet is the maximum for fraternities and
sororities signs.
Phyll Ann Rice, an elementary education major from
Henderson and a member of
Alpha Delta Pi, said the sorority had to get a new sign for the
front of their house because the
other one was too big.
"I don't see any problema
with the signs being big. I think
the sign ordinance is a little too
much. I don't see any problems
with the size. But I do see t hat

I

.

1968
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Signa at area bualne...a end f raternity and sorority houMa, like this one at the Alpha Deha PI
houM , were recently replaced because of e new ordinance enacted lett summer.

the lights can be hazardous,"
Rice said.
Alpha Gamma Delta also had
to get a new sign for their house
after they found out about the
sign ordinance, said Donna Jo
Edwards, a junior elementary
education major from Sebree
and house chairman for the
sorority.
"At first we were frustrated
because we did not unde~d

the ordinance and we only knew
we had to replace our old sign,"
Edwards said. "But once we
learned the reasons behind the
ordinance, we realized the im·
portance of its implications."
Scott Lipke, a political science
major from Jackson, Mo., is
president of Alpha Tau Omega.
He said they have not been af.
fected by the ordinance.
"It's good in a way, if it's go..

. NEEDYOUR
RESUME PRINTED?

1~1lJW!{il)
102 N. 4th St., Murray
753-5397

I • •
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BEL-AIR CENTER

ing to be a hazard," Lipke said.
" I don' t see it being a big
haBSie."
Lesley Boeh, a biology major
from Paducah and president of
Sigma Sigma Sigma, said the
ordinance will not be a problem
for them because they do not
hang signs unless it is during
rush week. "I don't see any problems arising for us," Boeh
said.

I •
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The· MSU
Student Government Association
would like to thank the
contributors of the
State Student Government
Conference.
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Prediction aids earthquake preparedness
If and when the big earthquake
shakes the region, there will be no
sirens warning us to seek shelter, as
with tornadoes and hurricanes. It
will just hit us before we know it and
the terror will then begin.
Some of us will be more prepared
than others to survive the temblor
and the aftershock, while those of us
who chose to sit idly by will fmd the
disaster more difficult to deal with.
Emotionally, fmancially, physical·
ly as well as medically the earthquake will take its toll on everyone
involved.
Therefore, regardless of whether
or not you choose to believe the
predictions of Then Browning of New
Mexico, whose calculations foresee a
major earthquake in this region to
strike Dec. 3, it is wise to prepare for
such a catastrophe.
Located in the New Madrid fault
zone, Murray State University is
geographically favorable for
temblors. Dr. Robert Herrmann, professor of geophysics at St. Louis
University said the area has an ear·
thquake measuring 4 or more on the
Richter scale every four years.
"As far as earthquakes, it is a warning that we live in an area that we
should worry about," Herrmann

said. "We should take precautions."
Dr. Neil Weber, chairman of the
department of geosciences at Murray State, said we average an earthquake every three to four days.
"We really are in earthquake
country," he said.
'
Even though most scientist are not
deeming the Browning prediction as
credible, the scientists do agree that
the regions, such as Murray, close to
the New Madrid fault will experience an earthquake which will
reach a magnitude of 6 to 6.5 on the
Richter scale in the next 50 years,
Weber said.
Consequently, it is time we started
to think about being prepared for a
large earthquake, because even
though one may not fully believe
Browning's premonition·, and we do
not actually have the December
temblor, he has made earthquake
awareness an issue, causing most of
the population to take an interest in
becoming more prepared.
With scientist proving that there
will be a tremor within the next 50
years, and the recent onset of earthquake awareness and concern, we
have reason to be prepared for the
calamity when it does happen.

FI!I!DBACK------------WKMS offers appreciation to its MSU Friends
To the Editor:
WKMS concluded its frrst fundraiser of
the 1990-91 season Sat., Sept. 29, with
more than 800 Friends pledging. Thank
•you all.
The Murray State University community really helped out, especially
members of the class of 1994: Karesa
Knight, Heather Slater, Laura James,
Amy Helm, Cammie Maxwell, Valerie
White, Karen Johnson and Angela
Shackelford.
Christie Bonza, Bryan White, Janis
Fulps, Shannon Johnson, Heather
Begley, Kristina Schulhof, Julie McKenzie, Larry Strawn, Anne Partello,

NiWS

Tyelisa Hunter and Kevin Brown.
Thanks also to The Murray State
News for letting Friends know about the
fundraiser.
We are indebted to MSU/I'V-11 staff
members Kelly Hult~. Molly Valentine,
Laura Wells, Marilynn McCallon and
Kim Futrell for phone work. Thanks also
to Michele Eldridge and Angela
Johnson.
Best wishes to our own WKMS student
staff members whose hard work achieved results: Ronda Dalton, Cathleen
Futrell, Ken Knight, Lance Mendenhall,
Jim Newton, Joe Pawlak, Marty Scarbrough, Steve Schifferdecker, Jim Trim-

111 WU"''" H.U
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Thl' Mul'ra_v StolP Nrw• welcomes comment.s and vlewt from readera and
.. ill print them in the form of lett~ra to the editor on the Viewpoint pages.
Th~ N~u·• atafffeels a responsibility to provide a vehicle for opiruons and
COII(el'liS, but has set som, baste IUtdelines for the Fet'dback columns.
~ deadhne for receivm)f lett.ert ia at 3 p.m. on the Monday prior to Fri·
day'a paper. Lett.era are published u apace allows. Alllett.ert must be signed and incI ude the wrtt.er'a addrea, classification or title and phone
number for verification.
Lettera signed by more than one pe.raon may be printed at the stafra
di.cretion.
Alllettert printed will be on file at Th~ News office for public inspection
following pubhcalion We reserve the right to edit !etten to conform with
style or 11pectal tpeeifications.
Iffactual ef'I'OB are found in the letter. the author will be notified. If the
writer docs nol correct the letter, it will not be prmted.
All !etten should be typed and double•paced and ahould not be more
than 300 word&. Writera of longer !etten should contact the newspaper
staff about arrangements.
Th~ News welcomes material in opposition to it.s edttorial stance or that
of other columnlst.s or letter writers.
•
The offices of The New• are located in Room Ill Wilson Hall Letter~
should be addressed to the Editor in Chief or delivered to the offtces.
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ble and Allen Williams.
Further thanks to MSU faculty and
staff Friends who volunteered time at
the station in addition to pledging personal support: Bob McGaughey, Sheila
Crifasi, John and Alice Dillion, Gary
Drum, Bob Lochte, Joe Haynes, John
Hart, Carol Julian, Lee Maglinger, and
Adam Lanning.
Ross Meloan, Peggy Schrock, Sharon
Fields, John and Tina Schlabach, Bob
and Kathryn Ballard Valentine, Jay
Overton and Larry Mallet.
Stephen Brown, Randall Black, Marie
Taylor, C.B. Hunt, Charlotte Beahan,
Linda Horner, G.G. Dawson, Roger

Editor ill ChJef......................Rhonnda Kerr
Newa Editor...- ...............- .......Patti Beyerle
Auiatant Newa Editora...Melanie Bucklin
n':.~b Landlni
Campua Ufe EditOr... - ...Je
er Jenldna
Aa1t.tant Campua Ufe Editon..Amy Lear
Kriatle Helm1
Sports Editor........................Mike Paduano
Aamtant Sport. Editora...........Grea ADen
Aqie Middleton
Viewpoillt Edltor......MariaDna Alexander
Graphics Edltor...........- ......Rob WOkeraon
Copy Editor............................GaO Harriaon
Photo Editor.......................-..Jolui Bernl.ntr

Canooniat.................- ................Karl Ftooa
Reviewer..................,..................Jon Futrell

.

BualneN Manaaer..............Janet Bratcher
Ad Sales Manater......................Am!tieka
Ad Production Manapr..............-. ri...
W
eiDer
Clauifted Man.,er........Laura Douaberty
SylteDLI Manatera...................Cyrua Afzall
Scott Flemlnc
Graduate Aul1tanta..........Allyaon Hobbie
Tonnya J(ennedy
Willie Thomaaaee
t

Reichmuth, and John Griffin.
Jack Dressler, David Atkinson, Willis
Johnson, Joe Fuhrmann, Bill Palmer,
Paul Bylaska, Carol Yates, Richard
Scott, Frank Blodgett, Dirk Neal, Mark
Welch and Vince Medlock.
Finally, we thank Mike Young and the
MSU cheerleaders Jeremy Nelson, Julie
Thompson, Greg Hawkins, Stacy Kern,
DeAnna Farris and Daymond Hill for
their enthusiastic performance of the
Believe in the Best cheer.
Without friends, there would be no
public radio. We invite all of you to be
with WKMS for the Spring Festival in
Janet Kenney
March!
Station Manager

Photographers .
Rebecca Cogan
Thomaa H. Wheeler
Artiata

Mark Adams
Patricia Cash

Chris Thompson

Staff Writers

Stacey Crook
Alyaaa Harvey
Jamea Lockwood
Jay Morehead
Lori Shain
John Wright

Brad Crafton
Hank Drew
Shawn Lockman

TereaaMays

Jenna Newton

Eric Walker

Account Repn.entativee
Mark Batea
Mitch Fain
Sharon McCullagh
Rea Beth Whitehead

Angela Bird

Liaa Farris
Mike Robinson

Ad Production Aaiatanta

Rodger Carroll

Lea Ann Mansfield
Belinda Morgan
Tom Sullivan

Cheryl Gentry
Keyla Martin

Kelly Owen
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Co-ed discovers it's a small world after all
The world looks anything but
small from the top of the Eiffel
Tower.
Hundreds of French cars are
driving on hundreds of French
roads past hundreds of French
buildings and monuments
where hundreds of French people are working and speaking
French.
Yet somewhere in that
melange is .someone who knows
someone who you know.
The thought occurred to me as
1 walked through the subway of
Paris, which is definitely
anything but small if you've
ever tried to get from point "A"
to point "B" while switching
from subway car to subway car
to reach a desired destination.
Millions of nameless faces
surround you speaking a
language which sounds nothing
like the grammatically correct

phrasea you learned in French
301, while millions of nameless
stenches fill in the gaps
between.
One could argue that • the
scenario is somewhat like going
South on a Friday night, but
basically the Parisjenne subway is a far cry from Murray,
Ky., a n d its surr ounding
attractions.
Yet t here I was, trying
desperately to think of the
French phrase for "I'm complete ly, hopelessly, and
desperately lost," when out of
the French array comes a
distinctly American pronunciation of my name, Patti, and no,
it wasn't someone asking for
the French delicacy. goose liver
pate.
There were no berets, and no
cold glares, just the three
American faces of my friends

COMMENTARY
Patti
Beyerle

from Murray State who were
staying in Austria for the sum·
mer and vi"'iting Paris for the
weekend.
That was only the beginning
of my many and coincidental
encounters with people who I
just happened to run into while
making my rounds across the
cont inent.
Countless times I wondered
about t he smallness of the
world we live in, from the man
in Brussels who was a Murray
State graduate to the t wo U.S.
Navy servicemen who were sta·

tioned in the small southern
French town of Toulons and
who were from my hometown,
and from my best friend's roommate at Univeristy of Tennessee who I ran into in a
French flea market to the two
girls I graduated from high
school with at t he French pub at
2:30 in the morning. Even a
rendition of Kentucky Rain on
the French radio station, which
also played Madonna and the
BeeGees at regular intervals.
It was a small world after all,
but it wasn't until my plane
ride home when I coincidenta lly
sat next to Pierre that the
phrase really became a creed to
me. Pierre was a decidedly
French name which fit this
stubborn Frenchman who refused to speak anything but
French to me although he was
fluent in English.

Earthquake
Survey Results tw'TWMAMMMt«mtm

'/OU

prediction for December 3?
All of the respondants are
aware of the prediction.

2. Do you believe the prediction?

yes 67°/o
no 33°/o
3. Do you plan to evacuate the area?

4. Do you know what to do in case of
an earthquake?

yes 50°/o
no 50o/o
5. Have you taken precautions for the
predicted earthquake?

yes 33°/o
no 67o/o
6. How serious do you consider the
earthquake prediction?
- "Serious enough to call off school
for a week."
-"Extremely serious. I Believe i\.
- "Very serious - I do not plan on
attending classes on that day."
- "I believe in the predictions
because of his past forecasts: I
plan on taking every precaution
even if it were a small chance."
- "Not serious."
- "Not too seriously, but it is scary."

Patti Beyerle is a senior advertising m({jor from Louisuille.
She also serve& as the news
editor for The Murray State
News.

~ Bu+ M~. ~~~I\

1: Are you aware of the earthquake

yes 83°/o
no 17°/o

It just so happened that
Pierre, French or not, was fly.
ing to Louisville to go to work
for the same company where my
brother works.
"It's such a small world," I
managed to choke out to Pierre
in French when he infor med me
of this.
And it was a small world until
the very moment that my tWo
months worth of luggage and
souvenirs received the opportunity to travel around it
without me.
Then I found out how truly
small the world was - foUr
weeks worth of wearing a nd
washing the same three pairs of
underwear - small. ,
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MSU minority affairs show improvement
students bas been a problem at
Murray State. MSU through
help from the Office of Minority
Changes are taking place in Student Affairs is making an efminority affairs at Murray fort to retain minoritv students.
State University. Minority
Jones said the office has planenrollment has increased over
last year and Murray State ned several events for minority
University is currently sear- students this semester.
ching for a new minority admis"We have had a reception to
sions counselor.
welcome freshmen and transfer
Lydia Jones, coordinator of minority students to MSU and
minority student affairs, said introduce them to black faculty
305 minority students are at Murray State," Jones said.
enrolled at MSU as part-time or
Minority students had a
full -time undergraduate chance to meet and mingle with
students, and 46 minority other minority students during
students are enrolled as a recent happy hour, Jones said.
graduate students.
Jones said the office has many
According to fall 1989 events planned throughout the
statistics, there were 299 fall semester. On Monday the
minority students enrolled full- office will be sponsoring a mentime.
tor get-together and also a com·
Retention of minority munity awareness night with
By LEIGH LANDINI

Assistant News

Editor

community leaders speaking to
the students.
Jones said the reason for having the leaders talk to the
students is to give them words
of encouragement.
Homecoming is also a busy
time of year and the office has
many activities planned for the
weekend.
•
A minister from
Elizabethtown will speak at
6:30 p.m., Oct. 26. The event is
open to the public.
• Amateur night showcasing
talents of students will be Oct.
26 in the Hart Hall Coffeehouse
from 7 to 10 p.m. The event is
free and open to the public.
"The purpose is to entertain
alumni and utilize the talents of
the students,'' Jones said.
• Jones said a minority alumni
reception and dance is planned
for Oct. 27 in Ordway HalL

Another event is the Honors the region. They also assisted
Day for Distinguished Black with workshops and told pro·
High School Students on Nov. 7. spective students about life at
MSU.
Murray State is currently
searching for a minority admisAnother aspect of minority afsions counselor to replace fairs at Murray State is the ad·
Shirley Rainey who resigned, dition of a $30,000 t;Cholarship
said John DeBoe, a senior mid· fund which makes scholarships
dle school education major who available to minority students
work:; in the school relations who have completed at least
office.
two semesters and have a 2.5
Rainey also headed the cumulative grade poant
minority recruiting team which average. The scholarships are
recruits minority students to administered through the Office of Minority Student Affairs.
Murray State.
"At this time we don't have a
Scholarships for the 1990-91
minority t·ecruiting team, it is academic year have been
pending on the hiring of the awarded. Jones said about 19
m1nority admissions students received scholarships
counselor," DeBoe said.
and there has been l\ favorable
The minority recruiting team response to the scholarship
traveled with the minority ad· program.
missions counselor to receptions
''I think it's much needed,"
and college nights throughout Jones said.

"

Students still required to buy City stickers
By ALYSSA HARVEY
Staff Writer

During 1988, one of the hottest topics on campus was the
fact that students who work in
Murray and own a vehicle must
buy a city sticker.
But since then, few students
have heard the words "city
sticker," and few realize that
they are still required.
Students have been required
to have city stickers ever since

.

· the ordinance was adopted, said
'

Jo Crass, Murray city clerk.
Crass said students must buy
a city ~;ticker because Murray
has no earnings tax. An earnings tax is automatically ap·
plied to workers' paychecks in
other cities.
Police officers usually check
cars to see if there is a city
sticker. If tbere is no sticker,
the police leave a notice of violation on the car. The notice
should be taken to City Hall if
the owner wants to purchase a
sticker
If the owner of the car in

violation ignores the notice, he
is mailed a letter reminding
him to buy a city sticker.
If the owner ignores the letter, he is cited.
More than 11,000 city stickers
have been sold so far. Cra.ss was
not sure how many have been
sold to students.
" We don't mark whether a
person is a student or not, but
quite a few have been students
who work at Briggs and Stratton," she said.
Many students are unaware
~f thtt city's st~cker .wHey, and

others dtsagree with it.
Brian Winsett, a freshman
electrical engineering major
from Paducah said it is hke having to pay to work just because
students own a car
"1 don't even use my car to go
to work," he said.
Kevin Holmes, a freshman
political science major from
Fort Wayne, Ind., said buying a
sticker is not right.
" I feel it's a way for the city
government to collect more
money from the students. The
~udents produce a large SUll] of

the income for the city,'' he
said.
Amy Korfhage, a freshman
art major from Louasville, said
buying a city sticker is like
punishing people for having
cars.
Students who need a city
sticker should go to City Hall
and fill out a form . The form requires the year and make of the
vehicle and the license plate
number.
The stickers cost $25.46 and
are valid from September to
May.

JZL{plia Omicron Pi
presents tfii
10th Annual

Mr. MSU Pagaent
!Featuring
Brian Chandler
Melvin Bishop
Mike Young
Eric Braun
Brian Wilmurth
Tim Barton

Stacy Hastie
Ben Hoffman
David Arterburn
Keith Richprds
Daymond Hill
Greg Knedler
Phillip Bryan

October

12~

David Graham
Lee Sanders
Barry Layton
Steve Laurain
Samuel Young
Brian Rudolph .

1990

at

7 p.m.
tn

Lovett Auditorium
Admission: $3 Students with MSU 10
$4 General Public
Free for children 10 and under

,

~--

.
Proceeds benefit the
Arthritis Research Foundation

t
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SGA, SAA combine efforts
to help troops in Mid-East

SHOPPING CENTER
Continued from Page 1
"This is to determine if the
land is ready to build on or
whether improvements need to
be made."
"Th1s development has
nothing to do with the ex1sting
center." Seargent said. "I have
not seen the design, but the
developers have told me it will
not be a mall."
An anchor store has been
selected, but it is premature to
release any more information,
Howard Brandon said.
The names and number of
stores to be located in the center
are not being released by Bran·
don until t he plans are difinite.
"The new shopping center
will create new jobs for t he
area," said Steve Zea of the
Mur r ay -Callaway County
C h amber of Commerce.
" However, the number of jobs
will depend on the types of
stores put into the center."
The benefits to the Murray
commumty cannot be adequate·
ly measured until the center is
fully operational, Zea said.
"We do not know whether the
stores will be new to the area or
whether many will be just
relocated stores," Zea said.
''The area needs stores that will
not destroy the existing shopp
ing we have but will enhance
it''

By MELANIE BUCKLIN

Editor
The Circle of Car e has
grown over the last week to
include more than 500
students and faculty
members who support their
friends and loved ones in the
Middle East.
The "Tie One On for the
Troops" campaign sponsored
by the Student Government
Association and Student
Alumni Association raised
more than $500 by selling
red, white and blue friendship bracelets for $1.
Tina Swift, a junior special
education majo r from
Mayfield, sa1d t he idea
originated when her fiance
was deployed to Saudia
Arabia.
"I got this feeling of
helplessness," she said. " It
became a way of survival for
myself, and it made me feel
like I could at least do
something."
Donna Herndon, director of
alumni affairs, said the
bracelet sales will continue
on Monday and Tuesday in
the Curris Center.
She said offices and
organizations may also buy
the bracelets or make donations as a group. Orders may
be placed today in the SAA
office.
The money raised will pay
for shipping charges on the
care packages SAA is going
to send overseas.
Assistant News

The question of whether a
mall-type center would be
beneficial for Murray is ques·
tionable, he said.
"A small mini·mall might be
profitable," Zea said. "However
a larger mall like the one in

Photo by REBECCA COGAN

Rachel Olsen, a sophomore speech pathology major from
New Concord, helps make buttons that show MSU's support
Tor the troops In Saudla Arabia.

Without
God, it's a
vicious circle.
In a world too often ruled by war, hunger, disease and
inhumanity, The Episcopal Church believes there is hope.
Join us and grow in the faith and fellowship of Jesus Christ

The Episcopal Church

Paducah bas high overhead
costs and is only marginaly
profitable."
Merchants who operate in a
mall face high lease payments,
and the owners of the mall see
only small profits, he said.
"The costs are pretty substan·
tial," Zea said. "The owners are
driven by high marginal costs
and no guarantees."
/
The risk of merchants leaving
the mall for lower rent in outside shopping centers . is too
great for many investors, he
said.
"You see many stores leaving
the malls," Zea said. "The mall
m Paducah has lost many stores
since its opening."
The new shopping center's
success in deterring people from
go ing e lsew here to s h o p
depends upon tlfe type of stores
that are offered, said many
Murray State students
"Students will not go if there
are only expensive stores," said
Angie Houser, a sophomore
from Bent on. "We need more
discount stores like the ones in
Eddyville."
~tudenls argrce a mall in
Murray might not go over well
year round.
"A mall would be good during
the college months," said
Melissa LaForge, a sophomore
from Caruthersville, Mo .
"However it would not do much
business in the summer."
"We will have to wait and see
what effects the center has on
shopping in Murray," Zea said.
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Long distance rates

cut by FCC price cap

Cruise the Campus in
one of America's favorite
Sports cars
EPA-31 Hwy

By HANK OREW
Staff Writer

Murray Slate University
students will find that t he price
of calling home will be cheaper
beginning Jan. 1, 1991.
The Federal Communications
Commission has passed a price
cap for the eight largest phone
companies. That cap is expected
to save long distance callers
billions of dollars over the next
four years.
The regulation would control
rates that local phone companies can charge for interstate
calling.
The FCC said the regulation
would only increase the phone
companies' profits by increasing customer demand.
The FCC is calling for the
phone companies to cut rates
either 3.3 percent or 4.3
percent.
Barry Winfild, a MSU
freshman, art major from Cadiz,
said the long distance rates are
definitely too high.
"The price cap sounds good,"
Winfild said, "I do not know if it
will work better."
The high long distance phone
rates drove one student to
drastic measures to save
money.
Marty Ward, a sophomre premed major from Calhoun, said
he calls home whenever he
needs money or food because
the long distance rates are too
expensive.
"I call collect and tell my
mom not to accept the charges,"
Ward said. · ·s~ then calls me
back and the charges are
cheaper.

'I want to talk without
having to worry how
long I have been on
the phone'
-Blue
who already pays enough,''
Ward said.

1307

s.

Tracey Blue, a sophomore
physics major from Slaughters
said she calls home once a week
if her parents do not call her
first.

"The FCC price cap is a good
idea, it will be cheaper to call
horne," Blue said. "I want to
talk without having to worry
how long I have been on the
phone.
"My parents always say, 'I
have been on the phone too
long,"' Blue said.
David Miller, a freshman
history major from Shepherdsville, said he calls his
Exterior Wash
girlfriend in Shepherdsville all
the time.
Sealer
"I spend about $24 a month
Whitewalls
for about 12 ten minute calls,"
Bottom Blasts
Miller said. "The FCC regula- - - - Cor
Guard
tion is a good thing."
VAWE
"We are living in a democracy
where the government is not
allowed to do things like this,"
Miller said. "But in this case
the government should be
allowed to act, because the
phone companies are taking ad· ,..,.....,.._W'IIIII...NIIt~~..,...,llillooi~Y,._.;._,IC.M~V _ ____
vantage of us to make an easy
dollar."
Elena DeChurch, a freshman
art major from LouisvilJe, said
she calla home once a week and
is trying to get a phone card.

~lit

"'

he llato Laand1
"WORKS" PACKAGE INCLUDES:

SPECIAL

$4

$2
$2
$2

S2
$12

$7.99

"I think what the FCC is do"The FCC price cap is good, ing is good, but if they did not
because long distance calling do this nobody would say
will cost less for the consumer anything," DeChurch said.

Student Affairs office
receives new home
By CAMMIE MAXWELL
Staff Writer

The Student Affairs office has
been moving around quite a bit
in the past few years, but now
they have a place to call home.
Student Affairs recently moved to Ordway Hall and ia now
located with Minority Affairs
and Veterans' Services.
These offices were all together
until the summer of 1989 when
Student Affairs moved to the
Curris Center.
"Everyone really liked being
in the Currie Center and it was
very convenient," said Phil
Bryan, dean of admissions and
interim coordinator of student
affairs.
The problem was that the
secretaries moved to the Curris
Center with Student Affairs
and this left Veterans' Services
and Minority Student Affairs
without secretarial support,
Bryan said.
This problem was solved at
the end of August when St udent

Affairs moved back to Ordway
Hall.
" No one was against the move
and we felt that it was much
easier to provide services from
Ordway," Bryan said.
"Student Affairs covers
everything outside the
classroom," Bryan said. This in·
eludes food services, student activities, housing, financial aid,
school relations, student health
services and many more student related offices.
Both Student Affairs and
Academic Affairs are under the
final discretion of Provost Jim
Booth.
"He <Booth) has been very
supportive of everything we've
done, it is an easy hat for him to
wear," Bryan said.
The Student Affairs office is
in somewhat of a transitional
state now so the main concern is
that no one gets left out.
"I love working with students
and I just don't want to see
anything slip through the
cracks. My door is alway!!
open," Bryan said.
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POUCEBEAT
Sept. 26
12:35 a.m.- A donn security guard reported a fight in
progress and observed a
female running into Hester
Hall.
10:53 p.m.- An individual
was reported looking into
cars at Roy Stewart
Stadium.

Sept. 28
1:54 a.m.- An individual
reported an attempted vehicle break-in. He reported two
suspects; one 6-foot, l-inch
tall suspect with shoulderlength blond hair, and one
6-foot, 180-pound suspect.
3:15p.m.- Jerry Edgin, of
Woods Hall, reported the
theft of a stereo, amps and
kickers valued at $400 from
his 1974 Dodge Charger in
the south end of the Woods
Hall parking lot. Edgin parked his car in the lot at 4 p.m.
Sept. 27 and returned to it at
2:45 p.m. Sept. 28 and
discovered the theft. The
coat hanger used to enter the
car was found.
4 :15 p .m.- A student
reported the theft of a
cassette radio valued at $180
from her 1978 Chevy Nova
in the 14th Street parking
lot.
4:38p.m.- Teresa Mays, of
320 Woods Hall, reported the
th eft of a ster eo and
equalizer valued at $400
from her 1983 silver Buick
Regal parked in the Woods
Hall parking lot. An officer
reported entry was - made
through the left front door

possibly by using a coat
hanger due to the rubber being torn and scratches on the
paint.
8:35 p.m.- Wesley Dugan,
of Woods Hall, reported the
theft of a stereo, equalizer,
tapes and gasoline valued at
$426 from his 1983 black
Trans-Am in the parking lot
of Woods Hall.
Sept. 30
4:28 a.m.- Michael Shane
Morris, of Route 5 Box 25,
Murray, was arrested in the
Regents Hall parking lot on
charges of alcohol intoxication. Morris was given a
court date of Oct. 1.

~

M.C. HAMMER

........

Ptease Hanvner Don't Hwt 'Em
...., TlleCNidowl• ...... ........

4:57p.m.- Sullivan's 3 par
Golf Course reported two
goats running around the
area. Barry Simmons, Murray State University farm
manager, was notified. He
said the goats were not MSU
property.

I

IUD Of GLORY

MUSIC FROM AND INSPIRED 8Y
" 'WOUNO GUNS II"
SONGS BY JON ION JOtll
INqUDU ''ILAZEOrGlOIY",
.... LlVGifVOUIIOUNS" AND " MIIACU "

Oct. I
12:20 a.m.- Jeffrey Kenneth Johnson, of Route 2 Box
3·13, Hazel, was arrested on
charges of alcohol intoxication in a public place.
12:20 a.m.- Terry Martin
Anderson, of Route 5 Box
878, Murray, was arrested
on charges of disorderly conduct, alcohol intoxication in
a public place and attempt to
elude.

FAITH NO MORE

POISON ~

THE REAL THING

.......... FIOM OUf Of NOWHERE

Information for Police Beat'
was gathered and compiled
by Melanie Bucklin, assistant
news editor, from materials
available to the public from
the public safety office.
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IN THE HEARTOF THE YOUNG

Factory
Discount Shoes ·

$7.99
$12.99
cassette
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Prices through Oct. 14, 1990 on this ad
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New debit cards gain positive
image at library, food outlets

NEWS briefs
• TUTORS: Student!! Helping Students Tutorial Program

By PATRICIA CASH

is now taking applications from Murray State University
students who would like to tutor elementary, middle or high
school students in various subjects. For more information call
the department of American humanics at 762-3808.

Staff Writer

Murray State University's
new debit card system has had
its ups and downs in the last
several months, but now it is
beginning to prove its worth.
"A lot of people put in a lot of
extra time to get the debit card
system ready for the 1990-91
'school year and the initial
negative reactions to the plan
were very discouraging," said
Paul Bylaska, director of the
budget.
The problem with the system
last year was that Smart Card,
the company that Murray State
had contracted with, simply did
not deliver.
"When they finally did
deliver, it was an unacceptable
system," he said. "We wouldn't
settle for that. We wanted
something that would last us
for a long time."
The debit card is currently be-

• RADIO COURSE: A free eight-week course of introduc-

tion to amateur t•adio, leading to the Novice Class license,
began Monday in Room 208N in the Applied Science and
Technology Building.
The class which meets from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. will consist of
instruction in elementary radio theory, Morse code, Federal
Communication Commission rules and regulations and
operating procedures for hams. For more information call
William Call at 762-6897.
• IN THE NEWS: The legalization of marijuana will be
discussed on NewsMaJcers, at 6:05p.m., Oct. 8, on MSU-TV
11. Guests on the show will be Calloway County attorney
David Harrington, who will speak against the legalization,
and Dan Wooten who will speak for. Wooten is the campaign
manager for gubernatorial candidate Gatewood Galbraith
who is running on a pro-marijuana platform.
• EXCHANGE PROGRAM: The deadline to apply for exchange progranu~ or Study Abroad Tuition Scholarships is
Oct. 15. Students can attend classes in Australia, Kenya,
Yugoslavia, Costa Rica, Finland or England for up to one
academic year while paying Murray State tuition and fees.
Partial schola.rships are awarded by James L. Booth, provost
and vice-president for academic affairs, to help offset the cost
of living abroad. Anyone interested in the exchange programs can contact Celia Wall at the Center for International
Programs on the second floor of the Lowery Center or by calling 762-4152.

,,. ...
''

Three members of the Student
Government Aasociation were
elected to serve on the University Appeals Board Wednesday
durmg the SGA meeting.
Bart Schofield, an agriculture
mechanics graduate student
from Livingston, Colo., and Ginny Brockman, a &enior finance
major from Henderson, will
serve as standing members on
the board.
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meal plans are not possible
without the deb1t card.
As with any new system,
there are still a few problems to
be corrected.
"The main problem has been
wit h t he a u t omat ic
downloading of the data in the
Sparks Hall computer at
night,')tie said. "We sometimes
have to go in and manually get
the data out the next morning."
"We need time to learn the
system and then we'll start expanding the system," he said.
"First, we want to stabilize the
food service end of the system.
"Wh th'
.. en 18 part of the system
~bJhz~s, we w~nt to turn off
he recetpt machines, unless the
st';lde~t ~ant~ his receipt,'' he
~aJd.. ThJ_s wtll cut th~ proce~s
mg tlme m half and hnes wdl
move a lot quicker.
"We appreciate the patience
of the students in this matter,"
Bylaska said.

SGA names members to positions

• APPLICATION DEADLINE: Applications for the Faculty
Resource Center's 13th annual summer grant program can
be picked up in the Faculty Resource Center. The deadline
for submitting applications is Dec. 12.
The grants range from $1,000 to $2,000 and are given to
faculty members who need money to finance instructional
enhancement projects. Examples of proPQsals and projects
can be viewed in the Facultv Resource Center. For more in·
formation contact SheiTi Gibson at 762-4412.

'·

ing used in all the food service
outlets and in the Wat~rfield
Library.
·• After we get all the bugs
worked out of the system, as
you have to do with any new
comlex system, we hope to institute the system in the
bookstore," he said.
Despite all the problems the
system has gone through and
the flack that it has taken, the
debit c~r? system has already
h~~ pos1t1ve effects on campus. '
~e new system allowe? for
?ur hbrary system to be wrttten
m-hou~ at our ow~ computer
center, Bylaska satd.
"The debit card has also had
some effect on the increased
traffic at the food service
outlets," he said. "Due to this
increased traffic, the Stables
will now be open for lunch to try
to help accommodate
extra
demand."
Bylaska also said the new
declining balance and ala carte

1
1

Jeff Biehslicti, a senior proud of all of you," Allen said......
criminal justice ~r from
Fulton, will serve as an • SGA is working on the possible installation of a flashing
alternate.
caution light on Chestnut St.
In other business discussed at near pedestrian crossings.
the meeting:
• Eddie Allen, SGA president, • During the Sept. 26 meeting,
said the Senate did a good job Craig Little,
Paul Dutton,
during the Sept. 28 state SGA David Keith Smith and Chris
convention.
Sullivan were elected to the
"It went very well. I waa very Judical Review Board.

The Road of Life is Long Enough
Without Unfortunate Accidents.

Summers Optical ..I
..! ___________________________

DRIVE SAFEL V

BIGMUL,
BIGGERDUL.

DON'T DRINK
AND
DRIVE

----------------------------BUY AIEGUUR FOOnOII& Sf.ll,

A public service
announcement from the
Interfraternity Council.

1

I

Expires Oct. 31, 1990

Olympic Plaza

;

1153-7083

~~

c,~\\~ Gn OlE OF EQUAL VALUE FOR 99C*

I

Cla

~q1 .

Hete·sa bog reason to come 10 &Alw8v Buy 01111 big latty sub on •ash biked bre«< Will
tree bins IRd you1 get your second lor 99C. Jus~ l1is cU And CIA ru lor &mway

508 N. 12th S t.

7$3-1212

•Second reg\Mr ~ N mu.t be of eqWI ot . . . _ pnc..
Limit 0.. ooupoo pelf vila. eo..opon mUll be pr-*ld.
Not good In~ ..... any oChw ""•·

·with the purchase of a LARGE soft drink. Expires 10-8-90

----------------------------,.- . . ..
;'
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Professor trades places
with Finnish speech prof
By AMY HELM

Reporter
How would you like to visit a
foreign country for a year? How
would you like to change places
with a citizen of that country
and live in his house, go to his
job, a nd let him do your job and
live in your house for one year?
Does it sound interesting?
Charles Maxwell, associate
professor of economics and
finance a t MSU, is now
teaching at Tampere University of Technology in Tampere,
Fi nland. He and his wife and
daughter reside at the home of
Pentti Va nha-aho.
PenUi Vanha-aho, associate
professor of speech communication at TUT, now teaches at
Murray State University. He
and his wife and three children
reside at t he home of Charles
Maxwell.
This exchange is a milestone
for the MSU-TUT program.
Several student exchanges have
taken place, but this is the first
time that a faculty exchange
has occWTed.
Vanha-aho has been in the
United States since mid-July. " I
wanted to participate in the exchangE.> so I could get internatwnal expcritmce, get new ideas
for my r esearch and my
teaching, and set· what America
is like. I wanted to get some
variety in my work," he said.
The main difterence between
MSU a nd TUT is that TUT is a
'technological school and it is
specialized. A large number of
faculty members do research.
There arc 'ab<ll!t 900 faculty
members at TUT. On the other
hand, MSU is a more traditional school.
Vanha-aho has been speaking
English for several yearA. In a d·
dition to English and Finnish,
he speaks Swedish, some

French, and some German.
He teaches SAT
351-Communication Process in
Small Groups and SAT
499-Contemporary Issues in
Communication Arts :
Negotiations.
" I find it easy to communicate
with the students. Of course,
there are difficu I ties .
Sometimes I can't always express things exactly. It was a
surprise to me that the students
are too shy to ask questions. 1
had been warned ahead of time
that the students were very act ive and didn't let the professor
lecture very much," he said.
Vanha -aho u s es various
teaching methods in his classes.
·•y believe that class should
not consist of too much lectur·
ing. I like using videos and let·
t ing the students a clively par·
ticipat e. I have a good mixture
of students in my classes. I have
some exper ienced students a nd
then I have some sophomores
and juniors," he said.
" In Finland, there ia much
academic free d om. We
(professors) choose several tex·
tbooks and select materials
from each one. In the United
States, professors don't do
that,'' Vanha-aho said.
One of the biggest d ifference~>
bt·• \\'een the United State!' and
Finland is the cost of education .
In Finland, education is fi·ee.
The consumer doe!i not have to
buy items like penci ls a nd
paper. At the university level,
the cour~:>es are ft·ce, but the con ·
sumer is responsible for his pen·
cils and paper.
In the United Stat es, con·
sumer s have t o p ay for
everything.
"The teachers in the U .S.
seem to wor k more individually
t han the Finnish. Also t he
equipment. in the U.S. ts not as

advanced as what I am used to.
If I needed a piece of equipment
in Finland, I could get it. But it
is difficult to get here what I
took for granted in Finland,"
V anha-aho said.
Vanha-aho and his family
have tried to travel as much as
po8Sible. Two of his children attend school and they enjoy
America
" They love the yellow school
buses. In Finland, they either
walk. ride a bike, or use public
transportation to get to school.
They also like the fast-food
places on every corner," he said.
One of the biggest surprises
about the U.S. was the low
prices of items. In Finland,
things are more e xpensive.
" In Finland, we pay quite a
lot of taxes, but we get more in
return," Vanha-aho said.
Vanha-aho has been busy during his stay.
" All my en~1·gy has gone for
teaching. I have been trying to
achieve better language skills.
In the spr ing, I plan to work on
my research ," he said.
Vanha·a ho and his family will
return to Finland in July of
1991He believes that exchanges
a •·e benefi<~ tal. .. Interna ·
tionalizntion is a question of to·
day, not t omorrow. When I was
in high school, I spent a summer in Sweden. When I began
st udiet> at the university, 1 also
spent some time in Sweden. J
encourage all students and
facu lty to try an exchange,!.!
Vanha-a ho said.
As for Char les Maxwell,
Vanha-aho spoke to him on the
phone recently and Ma·lCWell
said, "I like the clean nature
a nd t he seasonal differ ences. I
will have d ifficulties getting
away."

Oct. 5

University Theatre Production. The department ofapeecb,
communication and theatre will
present Shakespeare's "The
Tempest" through Oct. 6 at 8
p.m. in the Robert E. Johnson
Theatre. For more information
call 762-4516.

Saturday

Oct. §

Band Co nte8t. The Festival of
Championa Marching Band Contest will begin at 10 a.m. in Roy
Stewart Stadium with the fmala
beginning at 7 p.m. All clay ad·
miuion ia S6 for adulta and $4
for children. Admiaaion to the
finals only i.a $4 for adults and
$2 for children.
RJfle. Murray State va. University of Tenneeee at Martin and
Middle Tenneaaee State Univer·
aity, Room 203, Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Bosma. Professional boxing in
the Weet Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center at 7:30
p.m. $15 for ri.npide aeata, $10
general admiaaion, $5 for
c:hUd.ren 12 and under. For more
information c:all 489-2362.
Softball tournament. Alpha
Sigma Alpha 110rority will sponI'JOr a double-elimination tournament beginning at 10 a.m. in the

city park. The tournament is
open to any team and a $50 en·
try fee is required. For more informat ion call 7 53-7251,
753-8912 or 753-6157.

Mondly

Oet. 8

S tudent art exhibit. B.F.A.
candidate Cathy Robinson's
functional design display will be
m the upper level of the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery on the fourth
floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arta
Center through Oct. 21. Admis·
sion is free.
lnterviewa. Electronic: Data
System.a of Troy, Mich., will be
on campus Monday an.li Tueaday
conducting lutervie\
Inter·
views must be arranged through
the placement office in Ordway
Hall. Call 762-3735 or 762-3801
for more information.

Tutldly

Oct. I

Meetint . M SU Y o un g
Democrata, 4 p.m . in the
Cumberland Room of the CWTia
Center. Any intereeted pereon is
invited to attend.
Cl.... A community education
c:ouree titled " Decor ative
Clothina for the '901" is beina offered by Murray State and
Calloway County Sc:hoola on
Tueedaya from 6:30 to 9 p.m.

Wednesday
Luncheon
at the

-

Wesley Foundation

•1.10

located next to Mason Hall 11.1 o

Ihanks for all yo

support.

I miss you all!
Hope to see you in January.

-

Carrie Smitli

.......................... ..·-··-··-·-..-··-·-··--·Full nne of: Electrical, Plumbing, Tools.
Hardware and much, much moret

BRING TffiS AD IN FOR
10°/o OFF PURCHASE
Coupon not good on special orders, sale items, or
cash or carry prices.

•Expires Dec. 31, 1990
Bel-Alr Shopplni
Store hours:
Center
Monday-Friday 7:30a.m .~ p.m. •
_
Saturday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
1
759 1390
Sln:Jay 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
!
··············~····· ········· ·· ·····················

I

..

There ia a $40 fee. For more information call 762-4159.

Wtdneldey

Oct. lO

Movie. Bad Influence in the
Curris Center theatre .
Showtimea are 3:30, 7 and 9:30
p.m. Admission for the matinee
i.a $1, evening ehows are $1.50
for atudenta with LD. and $2.50
without.

Thuradly

Oct. 11

Interviews. Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company of' Marion, ru .. will
be on campus conducting interviews for sales poaitiona. Con·
tact placement oftiee for more
information.
'
Comedy. Comedy Zone iD the
Stablee in the CWTia Center at
7:30 p.m. Aclmiu lon ie free.
Movie. BQ6dtJd Cafe will be
shown at 7:30 p.m. in the Curria
Center theater . Admission it

..······........

Meals

Under$5.
• USDA Choice Regular Sirloin-$4.49
• Golden Fried Shrimp -$4.49
• Deluxe Chopped Sirloin-$3.99
•Chicken Fil.ets-$3.99
• Chicken/Country-Fried Steak-$3.99
•Sirloin Tips-$429
Specials include choice ofpotato or rice pilafand Texas Toast

free.

University Theatre Produe>
tlon. The department o( apeeec:h,
communication and theatre will
preeent Shakespeare's ''The
Tempeet" through Oct. 13 at 8
p.m. in the Robert E. Johnson
Theatre. For more information
call 762-4516.

721 S. 12th St.
Olrer IOOd tllrolllfllV l2190. Oood only ll panlcis*il~ ralaUrlniS. No eoupon neceswy.
C1990 Ooldell Conal CorpOI'IIiol!.

,.

Six Favorite

CALENDAR
Friday

--~--------~~--~~~~~~
•1.10
•1.1 0
Q~f!Jce<raaJOQ
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Concerned students form Teacher education·majors learn
through professional experience
environmental group
By SHANNON BARNHILL
Reporter
With the growing
awareness of the world
around us and its environmental problems, 48
Murray State University
students have committed
themselves to educating the
community about these
problems.
"We can make a difference," said Bryan Miller,
a sophomore English major
from Louisville. Miller is a
member of the environmenal
awareness group on campus
named Students Aiding the
Vanishing Earth (S.A.V.E.).
S.A.V.E . formed last spring in an effort to make
students more aware of en·
vironmental problems and
what they can do to help.
This year S.A.V.E has
several events planned to in·
form the University community of its goals.
On Nov. 1, the University
will kick ofT an aluminum
can drive and S.A.V.E.
members are considering
boating a cap eo~titon.

To make the community
more aware of their cause,
the members plan to post
weekly environmental facts
around campus. They said
they hope this will both
educate the students and
possibly promote their cause.
Another problem the
S.A.V.E . members will be
tackling this semester is the
use of plastic foam on campus. Because plastic foam
does not biodegrade, it takes
up space in landfills, and is
harmful to the environment.
S.A.V.E. members have
organized a committee to cir·
culate a petition against the
use of this material. The
students have begun to look
for an alternate wrap to submit to Murray State director
of food services Bill Benriter.
S.A.V.E. members are also
considering holding at least
one or two peaceful
demonstrations to further
promote their caU&e. They
have not set dates for these
events, but they said they
hope to have much ~JUPport,

By LORI SHAIN

work on a one-to-one basis with
with several children in Murray
Some people are born to be through the teachers' program
leaders while others are born to at MSU.
be followers. Then there are
"I feel as prepared to teach as
those who are born to be
any one else in the program, but
teachers.
Despite this, students in the 1 think it would be helpful if we
teacher education program at could spend more time working
Murray State University must with children in the schools,"
have more than just an innate she said.
The teacher education pr()ability to teach.
These students must undergo gram at MSU is structured so
four years of teacher training students are able to see various
and many hours of clinical work vit::ws of education and to par·
and student teaching before ticipate in observations from
they may fill their roles in the the vet·y first class they take as
classroom. Still, many may a freshman, Baust said.
"One of our strengths is the
have doubts if they are actually
ready to teach when they reach students being able to make
graduation time.
selections of the type of people
''There are always ques· they want to teach and then
tiona," said Joe Baust, associate confirm their choices early on
professor of elementary and instead of finding out later on
seeondary education. "You can· the choice may not have been
not make a person a seasoned, thc right one for them," be said.
Gregory Prater, associate proveteran teacher the ru-st year
he or she is out there teaching." feasor of spe-cial education, said
Causaundra Newsome , a he believes students graduating
senior special education major from the special education
from Murray, eaid she has had department are well prepared
practice in writing Ieason plana to leach when they graduate.
and hat bad ~.utJ.. to
1!11 ~ jp1'0,il'am, studentAI are .
Staff Writer

taught many different theori~s
on how to teach children, then
are given the chance to put the
theories into practice through
clinical settings and student
leaching, he said.
In order to find out what
needs t<l be impryved upon in
the program, the department
does on-going student and
employer evaluations each
year, Prater said.
"We are fortunate to have an
excellent teacher's program at
Murray State," he said.
Rosie Salgado, a senior home
economics m~or from Honduras, said she has been in·
structed on how to teach
children in many different ways
at.MSU.
"I have learned a lot from my
observations. I learn from watching how students work in the
classroom and fr·om watching
how the teacher is teaching the
cla!IS," she said.
"For me, the main thing I
want to gain at MSU is the
preparation I need so that I can
teaCh,. pereon," Salgado said.

Chess· club provides chance to master skills
By TIFFANY DEVINE

Bell is the official sponsor of
the Chess Club which he C()If sacrificing a few "knights" founded with Rodney Vaughn, a
a week to learn something new 19~ graduate of MSU. Bell
sounds interesting tfien the satd the club proVIdes an opporMurray State Univ~ity e heaa t~ity tor ~yone to play and
• gam experience. Bell and
Club has a place for you.
.
Galloway also coach city high
Tournament dtrector and club school and elementary school
!Det,nber! Mark _Galloway, a chess club members for
JUniOr history m~YQr from Mur· competition
..
·,
ray, said the club's main goal is
The club .s objectives are
to get people, all over western
Kentucky, interested in chess. b_oth ~reatiot;~al and educaGalloway is one of nine state tional, Bell sa1d.
chess champions coached by
The Chess Club awards a
Wayne C. Bell, professor of trophy, the MSU Cup, on each
of four levels every year, based
mathematics at MSU.
Reporter

on players' scores in each of five
eventa including the state in·
dividual championship.
The first of these events was
the 1990 Land Between the
Lakes Chess Tournament on
Sept. 29.
The competitions are open to
any chess player and contain
two divisions. The Championship divison is for players rated
above 1400. The Amateur division is for players rated 1400
and below and for unrated
players.
William 0 . Price Jr, assistant
dean of the College of Education

at Murray State University and
MSU Chess Club member, said
the rates are a U.S. Chess
Federation standard.
A player earns rating pointa
by beating an opponent. The
number of points earned
depends on the player's rating
and the opponent's rating, Price
said.
''The lowest rating is about
300 and the highest is about
5000. Masters are usually rated
around 2400, and 1500 is
average," he said.
Price said everybody expects
to win every game and competition can come from opponents

ra ted both higher and lower
than a player.
Andy Rickman, a freshman
with an area in accounting from
Murray, became interested in
the game after playing in a
tournament. Rickman won a
$500 scholarship awarded to
the highest placing senior from
Kentucky at a scholarship tour·
nament last December.
A $500 scholarship is also of·
fered to the highest placing
senior from out of state at this
tournament. A $1,000 scholarship is offered to the highest
placing Kentucky senior in a
spring tournament.

0

Tropical
Sno

Fried Jalapenos
Cajun Gumbo
Enchiladas

Shrimp Po' Boy
Fajitas
Nachorittos

at
101 N. 15th St.
(15th and Main)
304 Maple

Monday 11 a.m. • 2 p.m.
Tuesday · Friday 11 a.m. • 9 p.m.
Saturday 4 p.m. • 9 p.m.
Closed Sunday

753-0124
•

•
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Council told details
about Strategic Plan
The Academic Council was informed that the Strategic Plan
was completed this summer
after a year and a half of
development at the meeting
Sept. 27.
The plan was approved by
President Ronald J. Kurth and
will be sent to the Board of
Regents for approval at the
November meeting.
James Booth, chairman of the
Academic Council, said a statement of expectations will
replace the current statement
in the plan. The new statement
will addreBS all diaciplines, not
just general education
requirements.
Booth told the council that a
five-year-cycle of Council of
Higher Education program
review will begin in January.
Information iteiDA presented
to the council were:
• course deletion - REC 601,
School and Community
Recreation
• course deletion - REC 510,
Financing Re c reational
Programs
• course number change
REC 503 to REC 403
• course number change
PHE 502 to PHE 402
• course number change
PHE 501 to PHE 401
• course replacement
ELEIHEC 211, Child Develop-

ACADEMIC
COUNCIL
ment with ELE 504, Introduc·
t ion t o Kindergarten
• course substitution - SED
646, Survey of Research Applied to Special Populations to
SED 636, Issues and Trends in
Special Education
• course addition - PHE -499,
Principles of Health and
Physical Education
• course deletion - PHY 105,
Principles of Physics
• course deletion - PHY 102,
Energy: Its Use Resources and
Environmental Impact
• course deletion - AST 116,
Introductory Astronomy
Laboratory
• experimental course - MET
619, Industrial Energy
Management
• course substitution - CDI
650, Neuromuacular Disorders,
for SED 550
• course number change - CDI
505 to CDI 405, Audiology
• course number change - CDI
574 to CDI 474, Clinical
Practicum
• addition of HEAIPHFJREC
520, Leisure and Aging, to re·
quirements for health educa·
tion msjor
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Chuck's
Music Center
"We~ music to "*1//fW"

KYLE C OVINGTON • Ow11•r

1411 Mala St
Murra1
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RESEARCH PAPERS
and

CLASS PROJECTS
including Presentation Graphics
Join us Oct. 12, 13 and 14
f or a t ri bute to parent s of all
Murray State Un iversity students

Domestic Revenue
January tltm June 199fJ

REVENUE BY GROUP

Saturday, Oct 13

dl

January thru june 1990

9 a .m.- Parents reception in the second floor
11:30 a.m. Atrium of the Curris Center
1:30 p.m. Murray State Racers vs. Eastern Kentucky
Colonels at Stewart Stadium
7:30 p .m. Tim Settimi in Curris Center Ballroom
Tickets· $1 Students
$2 General Admission
U and under free
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J amI, I ,m 80 ga
youre
my Ill sis. I think you are
greatl Love In ASA. your
big sis, Stacey.
Jeff, Live and die and
give me your change.

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline . • . . . . . • • . . Friday 2 p.

m.

HOUI'8: Monday and Wednesday 3 p.m. • 6 p.m.
Friday 8:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. and 1p.m. - 3 p.m.
Cloaed weekends and holidays.
Euot ch.,ge or ch.ck required. NO ADS WIU BE ACCEPTED OVER
THE PHONE. Ada may be mailed along lll41h paym.nt to:

Kim, Tammy, Terry, Cliff,
Marilyn and baby thanks
for being special friends.
I can't walt until St.
Louis- •Rueben•
Kim, Thanks for lunch.
•Rueben•.

a.ASSif'EDe DEPARNENT
1M Murray Stat• NrNf

With MSU 10: 15¢ per word
Without MSU 10: 20¢ per Word

Greer, I might be In
Canada, but that doesn't
mean you can make the
"Walk of Shame• this
weekend. P.S. the
WHOLE Sigma Chi
house wiU be watching.

OVER TWENTY WORDS
With MSU 10: 10¢ per word
Without MSU 10: 15¢ per word
Bold Face - $1 per nne

Kim, Just think In
December we'll be
professlonal women.

2609 Unlv.,.lty Stllllofl
Mumay, KY 42071

RATES

Attention Getters - • • • or fl'fl'fl' - $1

Sammy, I'm 80 proud of
youl 951 Way to go.
Laura.

INDEX
PERSONALSIGREEK HELP WANTED
ROOMMATES
LOST & FOUND
BUSINESS SERVICES
RIDES
FOR RENT
MISC.
FOR SALE
NOTICE

PERSONALS··
GREEK

Klm Futrell • If It's alright
with •John Boy•, how
would you like a friendly
dlnner(free), and a great
movie after work. Let me
know. •Rueben•- Oh, did
I forget to mention that
Terry, Cliff, Marilyn,
Tammy, are also Invited
(not free of course.)

BIBLE STUDY- AIDS
Free list. SASE to BIBLE
TRUTH. P.O. Box 3127, ·
Moscow, Ind. 83843·
0127.

To my big, beautiful boy
- I love you. The Nerd.

Classifieds

Amy, and the winner
ls...Let me know. Gall.

You're a goober, you're
a goober, you' re a
goober. You GOOBER I

R.K., How's that story
coming? G.H.

The Murray
State News

Coyote, Beep, beep.
Roadrunner.
Michael, Will you marry
me? Say yes and meet

me December 29.

nt be

the one In Ivory. I love
you, Sonya.

Amy Reed we have to go
out more oftenl We
always have funl I'm
going to mlaa youll..oYe,
YLS.
Cindy B., You are
aweeomel I'm ao glad
you .,. my little al.terl
l..oYe In Al:A. Cheryl.

and

a great combination!

Wanted: Enthuslaatlc
Individual or atudent
otp11zatlon to ptOmOtil

Steve.

To my fltenda In Woodl,
Thanks for the advice, I
haV8 my man. Now lt'a
your twnl Alylaa.

year .. wonct.1ul. I know
It will be. I love youtl

and valuable work
elCp4Hience. AWf nowl
Call T.J. at Student

Travel Servtce 1-800285-1780.

advertisin

---

Fraternities, sororities,
campus organizations,
highly
motivated
Individuals- Travel FREE
plus earn up to $3000+
selling Spring Break
trips to Cancun, South
Padre
Island ,
Or1ando/Daytona
Beach: 1-800-258-9191 .
ASSEMBLERS:
Excellent Income to
assemble products from
your home. 504-6461700 DEPT. P6000.
Spring Break/Christmas
Break Tours. Individuals
or student organization
needed to promote out
Ski/Sun Tours. EARN
MONEY and FREE
TRIPS to Cancun,
Daytona , Vermont,
Montreal. Call HI-LIFE 1-

800-263-5604.

s erv ic es
T y p i ng
available. Any kind of
typing, Including term
papers. Computerized
spell check. Call Amy at
3878. Please leave
message.
Debbie ' s

Typing

Service. $1.25 per page,
spell check. 437-4939.

RAIEA=.A

1111 Uldnlllerllllt'l WUitdng
on 11100 campuses.
Your= group C3l earn
up to $1 In just one week.
No Investment needed.
Be first on yourcampus.
AFREE gift Just for calling.

,• • ElL.

I

FOR RENt'

I

Why rent? Homes for $1 ,
repos. Gov't give away
programs!
For
Information 504-649-670
Ext. R-1673.
,.,i.;_t

I

FOR SALE
$400 worth of Schwinn
L..e Tour road bicycle for
$250. Bought new last
spring and ridden rarely.
Call753-4316 for
information.

Classic sportscar. 1982
Datsun 280ZX. Fully
loaded with turbo
Charger. Mint condition.
56, XXX miles. Only
$4,700. Contact Dan at
(502) 492-8796.

Chances are that
you'll fmd exactly
what you're looking
for in the
Classifieds! Buying,
selling,ajob,orjust
a note from that
special someone in
the Personals
section.

The Murray State
News
Classifieds are the
frrst place to go for
fun and results!

Needed: Two chemlltry
106 books. Call Becky

Sprtng Break dNtlnatlon
for
1881.
Earn
commiHiona, frH trtpe

/

SPRING BREAK 1991lndlvldual or student
organization needed to
promote Spring Break
trip. Earn money, free
trips and valuable wor1<
experience. CALL NOWJ
Inter-Campus Programs:
1-800-327-6013.

more infonnation

Jaon I would not trade
you for the wortd. I kMt
youl AngMa.

.......

ATTENTION :
FRATERNITIES
SORORITIES •
Cl UBS
' A ND
INDIVIDUALS. Trip
organizers wanted for
fantastic Ski and Sun
Tours . Earn cash
commissions and/or go
for free. Call the 11
company In college
travel, Moguls Ski and
Sun Tours, Inc., 1-800686-4857.

Call 762-4478 today for

Stacey w.. Thanks for a
romantic evening. I hope
we can do It again
sometime soon. T..aa
Maya.

Happy early
Birthday. I hope 1he nat
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A-1 Typing Service. $1
per page. Completely
computerized. Spell
check Included. Top
typing speed of 188
W.P.M. Cal782-4788.

For more information
contact our office today!
We'll give you the inside
scoop _on Classifieds and

The Murray State News.

Call 762-4478
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Back
to
the

1960~

I

The fashions from the shctles are making a comeback on the
fashion acene. These pictures from the 1989 edition of the
Shield show what groovy students wore to classes decades ago.

Clothes take groovy turn to decades past
By AMY LEAR
Aal.tant campus Ufe EdltOf

Fashion has taken a ''groovy"
t urn as fall etyles turn back the
hands of time with 19608 in·
spired clothing.
Walking into a clothing etore
may feel like deja vu for thoee of
the Woodetock pneration with
the tight leggi.nge, overeized
eweatere, tie4yecl outfit& and
even bell bottome.
"Every once in a while we go
back to stylee of the past," said ·
Joyce Key, who owne Mr. .rs
and Lady J's with her husband
J erry. " Styles seem to reoccur
about every 20 years."
The '60s were a time of the
youth revolution, and this trend
was reflected in clothing styles
as mini skirts, denim and t·
shirts rushed on the scene along
with a tattered, shabby quality
preferred to a shiny newness.
Once again, the 1990s
takebacks of the '601:1 are geared
to the younger customer, said
Carolyn Cunningham, manager
of the Cherrv Branch in Mur·
ray. "This wiil be a fad that will
be in for awhile and we'll see it
in our youth.'' she said. "As you
get older you decide more by
what looks good for you."
The '60s look emphasized the
lege with leggings, etirrup
pants and tight-fitting jeans.

RELATED STORY
• Men's flllhlona

17

This emphaeia ie back in fall

wear.
"The leggings and etirrups
are coming back worn with
bulky eweatere for a cuu.al
loose fit ," sai d Tamara
Outland, manager ofMauricea.
Stirrups are abo being added to
jeane as well as twill pants, abe
said, an idea that was inspired
by the '601 but with a new '90s
t wist.
Leggings are also being worn
with this year's long sweaters
and jackets that ~me just
above the knee, c~ . ~ingham
said.
The big sweaters and shirts
feature the bold flashy colors
similar to those that gave the
'60s the nickname of "Peacock
Revolution" because of the ex·
tensive use of vibrant colors.
Cunningham said bold printed
fabric is in this fall. Fuschia,
teal, burgundy and black are
the new colors of the season, she
said.
Another '60s look in color is
tie-dyed which Outland said
made a comeback a couple of
yeare ago and has eained

popularity again. It ia making Outland said. "Leather is very
an appearance in everything popular this year."
from t-ehirts to rayon pant
Leather, velvet and lace were
euits, she eaid.
popular accents in the '60s that
Another leggy look that has are making appearance& again.
emerjecl for fall ia the mini
"Many of the dresses are
skirts (although not as abort as featuring ruftlee at the waist,''
the 60s micro-mini which was Key eaid.
the ehortest skirt lengths have
Jeans, especially baaic:s, will
been in the history of fashion).
alwaye be popular with
"Skirt length& have gotten everybody, Cunningham laid.
aborter, but. we have varied A '60s-inspired look thie year is
lengths becauee skirt length& the Marilyn Monroe cut of
can be whatever the customer jeane.
prefers as longer ekirta are also
"These are for t he youth,''
popular.'' Cunningham said.
Cunningham said. "They fit t he
Accessor ies added a nother body, zip in the back, are fitted
dimension for the legs in the in the waist with a very
'60s with over-the-knee boots, straight cut."
textured hosiery and tights. · There also have been spotThis look has been copied in tings of a revival of bell bottoms
this fall and teamed with the in the fashion capitals of the
winter shorts and skorts - a world starting in England
'60s inspired look.
about a year ago, according to a
fashion article in June 1990 in
"Shorts for the fall are as good Newsweek. These styles have
for evening or day paired with made appearances in New York
opaque or textured stockings," and Los Angeles night clubs
Cunningham said.
a nd on celebrities such as the
J eans range from the hip hug· Cosby Show's Lisa Bonet and
gers of the '60s, to those ac- Madonna according to the
cented with novelty items, to magazine'
·
relaxed loose fit and overalls.
Out land said it will probably
"We carry lots of novelty be a style that will appeal to the
jeans with loops, patches, bows, younger set. " But with any cy·
lace and even leather patches,'' cle we are usually a couple of
~

yeare later than New York or
Paris," she said.
According to Newsweelc, t he
new etyles are more modem in
appearance with higher waiets
and a flare of only about 22
inches.

If the bell bottoms do hit the
faehion ecene here, then
Outland said people will wear
them. She said thia, as with any
other etyle, will reappear and
become popular becauae people
wear what the fashion is.
"Customers wouldn't have
bought etirrup pants last year
because they were not in
fashion," she said.
The men in the '60s wore a
younger, more colorful look.
"The younger set is wearing a
big roomie blousy style inspired
by M.C. Hammer," Key said.
"Another look is the pleated
waist for a trimmer look •·
Accessories such as Indian
neclaces of silver and tour·
quoise and Mricanjewelry were
high fashion in the '60s, as were
sport watches on wide bands.
.
. This ~rend ~oward larger
Jewelry ts seen m the looks of
earrings thie fall. "Shoulder
dusters - earrings that drape
the shoulder& - are popular as
are all costumejewlery,'' Cunniqham said.

..
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lniern.Ship helps student : Free Delivery!! :
••
meet interesting people •••
••e
•••e
Grad student
learns secrets
e753-SUBS
SboppingCentere
in Washington
•••••••••••••••••••••

Operations, which includes ar· Department. She shook hands
chitects. engineers and real· with Mikhail Gorbechev and
estate workers. There, she heard Nelson Mandela's speech
wrote clusified job descriptions a few weeks after he had been
released from prison.
for all personnel hired.
"I hired engineers and ar" It (Mandela's speech) was
By ALYSSA HARVEY
chitects that worked in the in· very interesting. It was kind of
dustries overaeaa. The office funny to see, after he had been
Staff Writer
Few people get the opportuni· that I worked for maintains and held captive for that long, how
ty to get involved with top- build& all the industr ies and he waa adjusting," Byrd said.
co n sorts th at we have
"The only reason I got to meet
secret information.
t hem waa because I had a topSarah Byrd, a graduate stu- overseas," she said.
dent in public administration
Byrd said she can not diacuss secret clearance. We were the
from Central City, was the first much of her wor k because it is only people who were allowed
near them," she said.
intern from Murray State top secret.
University at the U.S. Depart.
Byrd said the internship
Because the FBO Byrd was
ment of State this summer.
working for wu one of the helped her uee her clasaroom
Byrd received information fastest growing state depart.. experiences more than abe had
about the U.S. Department of menta, it had to fill 137 new ever used them before.
State Management Internship positions. Byrd had to create a
"A lot of t he jobs that I did do,
from Gene Garfield, chairman database p rogr am that
I
had
learned something about
of the department of political calculated hours of consumpthem
in
my classes, especially
science, criminal justice and tion that they used per year.
the equal opportunity laws that
legal studies.
"We can justify next year in we have to follow. All t he laws
"Dr. Garfield knew that I was
I bad to follow when hiring
looking for an internship. He the budget that we need more that
people
- I already knew those
allocated
to
ua,
so
we
money
would send stuff to me as he got
Jaws
so
I didn't have to learn
hire
more
people
because
could
it. I applied for it," she said.
we have more jobs to do," she t hem while I was there. That
· In order to get the internship, said.
was a big benefit," she said.
Byrd had to get two letters of
at
her
intern·
Byrd
worked
"It was the beat internship I
recommendation from professors. She also had to write a ship, which was located in ever had," Byrd said.
500-word essay on how her past Rosslyn , Va., across the
She said her aummer intern·
classes have prompted her to do Potomac R iver from ship has helped her become a
the internship. She was chosen Washington, D.C., for three nominee for a Presidential
out of 1,500 applicants and was months. While she was visiting Management Internship, which
one of the 50 out of 250 interns Washington for the fll'8t time, is a two-year internship for peowho were paid for their she said she had a few exciting ple with master's degrees that
experiences.
services.
begins in May. The intern
Byrd said sh e got to meet would work for the agency of his
Byrd worked in the Resource
Office of Foreign Building many people in the State choice.

Dixieland

I

Sigma Sigma Sigma
would like to
thank all those
who participated .
in our

3rd Annual
Volleybash!

"Entertaining suspense thrlller.•• Spader Is exceptionally good."
-vtant ~. NEW YORK TIMES

RACK

"Lowe and S.holdl•••a brHkthrough Pf!rlormance
for Lowe••.•nother first-rate perto,.nce for Spllder."

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES

-Gene Shlllt THE TOII:MY SHOW

DOWN UNDER

"Well directed, well-written and suspense filled."
-.k»> Slef/M,
GCXXJ AAORNWG AMERICA

~~-

"A cracker-jack suspense
movie. Riled with
unexpected turns and
shocks... the great
Hitchcock comes to
mind. "

Shop the Rack Down
Under for Great Savings
Everyday

--Bob Thomas,

Ladies' Grouos

ASSOOIATED PRESS

as low" as

"A gripping,
fascinating thriller
that keeps the pace
throbbing. "

Men's Sportcoats

Jeans

-Rex Reed,
NEW YORK OBSERVER

as low as
for only

$ 5Bi
$ 4 99.5
$1 9

Sweatshirts 50°k0FF
You gotta see it!
There is a lot more inside the basement!

FILM TIMES
Oct. 10
3:30p.m._ all tickets $ 1
Currls Center Theater
7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. - tickets $1.50 with MSU 10
$2.50 without MSU 10
All times subject to change. Funded by SGA.

,!lJ.P

-

r-

~
,

"Open 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
*Quality at a Price
•Lowest Price Guarantee
•New Selections
•A Shopping Alternative

CORN-AUSTIN

On the Square
Downtown,

753-2472
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Cool weather changes styles
By JENNA NEWTON
Staff Writer

It is fall again at Murray
State University, and with the
coming of fall, men on campus
begin to trade their tank tops, t·
shirts and cut-off Duck Head
shorts for sweaters, slacks and
turtle necks.
Last week, Murray State
students had a chance to see the
latest in men's fall fashions at a
fashion show. sponsored by
Franklin Hall. The fashion
show was held in the Currie
Center Theater, and it featured
men's fashions from Dan's,
located on Chestnut Street in
Murray.
David Coombs, a residence
hall advisor for Franklin Hall
and coordinator of the fashion
show, said he thought holding a
fashion show just for men would
be a unique idea.
·•we did it to provide a service
to the men on campus," Coombs
said. " You always see fashion
shows for women but never for
men."
Angela Whitehead, fashion
show director and salespenon
at Dan'.s, said eweatera in ttadi·
tiDnal fkll -. IQiikn are very
popular· ·With Numay State
students'this year.
"Right now we're selling a lot
of our J.J. Farmer designer
sweaters. They are a little bit
more than average in cost, but
they're worth it," Whitehead
said. "A lot of the guys are going to be wearing them for
homecoming this time."

Tamara Outland, manager of
Maurice& in Murray, said
sweaters are selling well at
Maurices, but that men are not
just buying taditional fall
browns, golds and forest greens
this year.
"This year colors for men's
sweaters are just as vibrant as
colors for women's clothing,"
Outland said. "Colors like
emerald green and royal purple
are very popular this year.
Outland said "Bobby Brown
pants" are very popular and are
worn with t-shirts, sweatshirts
and sweaters.
"We call them Bobby Brown
pants because be is the one that
made them popular," Outland
said. "They are 100-percent cot·
ton, gather at the waist and
come in plaids and solids."
Renee Thweatt, salesperson
at Corn-Austin in Murray, said
paisley and rayon shirts and
bolo ties are very popular
casual wear this fall .
For class, Whitehead said
Murray State men are going for
clothes that are not only comfor·
table, but also stylish .
"Right now nrgbys are tbe
hottpt·thig. 1bey.r~ f'Nm
~ t-O '$65 and coine in a 1lot pi
different colors," Whitehead
said. "The guys are really going
for the 100 percent cotton
ready-to-wear look."
No matter what men at Mur·
ray State choose to wear this
fall - sweaters and alacka,
rugbys and khakis, or a favorite
t-shirt and ripped-up jeans -

Compkte
Cliristian tJJoo/(jtore
Bel-Air
Shopping Center
753-9500

r-

EalauMhl

.... Cillt_
....._CIIIJ1.75
711·1111

Photo by AEIECCA COGAN

Craig Clemena, of Cape Girardeau, modele one of the many new
atyln In men'1 fall clothea during a fuhJon ~w In the Currla
Canter Theater lut week.

"It aeema like every guy on
campus just wants to look
good," Whitehead said.
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Whitehead said Murray State
men seem to have one common
goal this fall.
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GEniNG TO DOW YOU...
NAIIE:

Kyle Fuqua

Married couple pursues
doctorates, life together
By ERIC WALKER

CLASS:

Staff Writer

J\rU
IIA-1011:

Business
HOllE TOWN:

Owensboro, Ky.
IIY FAVORITE THING ABOUT IISU:

'It Is fairty close to home, and It Is pretty inexpensive."
IF I COULD CHANGE ONE THING AT IISU:

"It Is boring on the weekends because they shut all
the buildings down, like Carr Health, for example."

Volleybash raises funds
for Tri Sigmas' charity
Sigma Sigma Sigma r aised pre· opt ometry major from
for the Robbie Page Chrisney, Ind., was name.,d Mr.
Memorial Fund by &ellini t· Volley in the. event which.: in·
shirts dudng thetr annual volved both dancing and an
interview.
Volleyballh Sept. 27.
"By having the interview part
In addition to the volleyball
tournament, 10 fraternitie:-~ in the event., we were trying to
competed 1n a crabwalk relay, a get the judges to look at the
back-to·bnck relay. and a tug of overall personality of thl' con·
te>-tants," Nan DeFabio, coor·
war compt:tition.
''We had a great turn out," dina tor of the fundr a1ser. said.
The Alpha Tau Omega frater·
11aid Leslie Boeh, president of
Sigma Sigma Sigma "We had nily won the events category
about 150 people participate. It and the Pi Kappa Alpha frater·
nity was the winner of the
was very l-iUCccssful."
Boeh said the highlight of the volleyball tournament.
" I am \'ery excited abqut the
da) was the judging of Mr.
Volley by four alumnae of the turn out we had,"' DeFabio said.
"l feel like everyone had a real·
-,orority.
Rick Douglas, a sophomore ly good time.''
$200

When exchanging wedding
vows, the bride and groom's
vows usually go something like
this: "For richer , for poorer. For
better, for worse. In sickness
and in health, 'til death do us
part."
However, Joseph and Sandra
Strubinger might have wanted
to include " through bachelor
and master degrees and onto
receive our doctorates."
Dr. J oseph Roy Strubinger ill,
25, and his wife, Dr. Sandra
Kay Dean Strubinger , 26, have
a lmost led double lives. They
Joseph Strubinger
Sandra Strublnger
both a ttended Murray State
t
he
same
university and receive
idea
to
continue
with
her
educaUniversity and gradua ted in
1986, receivmg t heir bachelor tion and get her doctorate, and the same degrees in the same
degrees in chemist ry. In 1987, her husband decided he would field of study, but after they
graduated fr om the University
both were working on their get his too.
master degt·ees, fell in love and • "I wafi the one who want:e<l t9 of Mississippi, tney traveled to
got married. And a fter that, get my Ph.D most of a ll. r:rllen, Bafon Rouge', La., where they
they enrolled at the University Joe decided t hat he wanted to cu rrently work for the same
of Mississippi a nd received go and get his, but I was the one companY..
"Now, we are both senior
their doctorah~s p hilosophy in who initiated the whole thing,"
analytica l chemists working for
chemistry in August of this she said.
Mrs. Strubinger said atten· Ciba-Gaigy Inc. in their
year.
Sandra Strubinger said she ding graduate school and being agricultural division,'' she said.
and her husband met during married to a man seeking the ''We don't work in thP same
une of their labs together at hame doctorate went hand·in· departm•·nts, though. I work in
resNlrch nnd development and
hand
MSU.
"We i!Ot. our Ph.D's in August, Jor works in the applications
" W£• first met while we were
wor king on our masters ' but we were finished by June," department."
Mrs. Strubinger said both she,
degrees at the same lab," she she said. "A lot of nights we
said. " When I first saw hm1, I spent time at home studying, so her husband and their seventhought he wa:; a real jerk, it helped to have a study part· yenr·old daughter, Rachael ,
because he had a real bad ner with me 24·hours.a-day have moved into a new hOU!'Ie in
when we were studying for Baton Rouge. While they do not
attitude."
But. she said Jove prevailed classes and for tests together." know what the future has in
The t~imilarities do not end store for them, they said they
and they were married in 1987.
Mr:-. Strubinger said it was her there. Not only did they attend know it will be spent together.

of
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TOR'S.

Tanning Hut 8c Beach Shoppe
Dixieland

Center

753-3333

ALL
T-SHIRTS
now $6.95
YOUR COMPUTER
CONNECTION

Sandwich of theWeek Special
$1.99
Snuill Sandwich & Drink
(in store only)

Hours: Monday- Saturday 11 a.m.- 10 p.m.
Closed Sunday

on campus

Day & Night Free Delivery

CHUCK JONES, Hart Hall 532

11 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.

762-2531
A Representative with CBM Computer-Murray

Epson • IBM • Hewlett Packard

Do.-m Delivery Hours
Monday - Friday 1 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Saturday 11 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Leading Edge System $795

~

Monochrome20meg
·· Hard Drive

1. . . . . . . . . . . .. .

. . . .
.
1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.. ---

...

DELIVERY SPECIAL
$1 Off any delivery
$5 or more minimum
After 5 p.m. only

.............................
753-7715
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Huinanics offers several opportunties
Humanics minor
stresses skills
. for leadership
By TIFFANY DEVINE
Reporter

AH. Many students at Mur·
ray State University probably
have seen fliers with this abbreviation but do not know
what it means.
It stands for American
Humanica and Murray State is
one of 17 colleges in the country
to have this department.
The department of american
humanics offers a minor in
youth agency administration,

which stresses development of
leadership and organizational
skills in the human services.
This minor is available to
complement 16 majors in·
eluding social work, recreation,
business, public relations,
organizational communications
and education.
Roger Weis, campus director
of American Humanics, said the
placement for students with
YAA minora is 100 percent.
"There are usually about 20
openings per grad student,"
Weis said. "The salaries are in
the teens to the mid 20s range,
which is comparabl e to
teaching."

'The salaries are in the
teens to the mid 20s
range, which is comparable to teaching. '
- Weis
The department uses projects
to involve students in leadership activities. One project is
the tutor ing programs.
AH recruits college students
to tutor middle and high school
students in math, reading and
any other academic area in
which they encounter difficulty.
"We have about 40 or 50
students being tutored now.
This program helps the

students develop self-esteem
and healthy bonds," Weis said.
Area schools have requested
about 30 more tutors than the
program has available.

ment attracts students from as
far as New York like Jeremy
Whitmore, a freshman recrea·
tion mejor from Rochester.
"I talked to the directors of
the American Humanic s
departments at both MSU and
Salem-Tikyo College in West
Virginia and I was very .im·
pressed with the atmosphere
and student attitudes at MSU,"
Whitmore said.
Whitmore said he is interested in Boy Scouts and
would like to be a district executive in the Northeast.

Another AH project is College
Day, which has been copied at
other universities. About 100
sixth-graders are assigned to a
college student for a day. The
children accompany the
students to class and lunch and
spend the d ay getting
acquainted.
Weis said this program gives
grade-schoolera a chance to see
what college is like and en- Weis said the educational ex·
courages them to attend after perience of American Humanics
high school.
would make students good
The Murray State AH depart- leaders in any field.

What's cooking?
Campus' Twin Towers serves students nutritional meals
By PATRICIA CASH
Staff Writer

When many students think of
a class lab, t hey think of viewing the stages of mitosis for
biology or making aspirin for
chemistry.
Planning and preparing a
meal for the paying public is not
the typical notion of a lab.
However, this is precisely the
type of lab that members of
Kathy Timmons' meal management class have.

Timmons, instructor of
dietetics in t he department of
home economics, said the lab
consists of students planning
and preparing two types of
meals for the Twin Tower Dining Room.
The Twin Tower Dining Room
is in Room 204 North of the Applied Science Building and is a
room used for t hese student·
prepared dinners. The Twin
Towers refer to the two-tower
structure of the building.
The students have to plan two

types of meals which are low
cholesterol, low fat and regular
meals.
"They both must meet nutritional guidelines and the low
cholesterol, low fat meal is planned using the guidelines of the
American Heart Association,"
Timmons said.
While the planning process is
taking place, students must
delegate responsibilities to
other students and stay within
a budget.
' 'This is not a cooking class,"

Timmons said. " It deals with
the management end of the
business that will prepare the
students for dietary positions in
restaurants, hospitala or
schools."
Once both types of meals have
been planned, the public may
begin making reservations.
Sixteen reservations are
taken for each of the seven
meals. 'Thjs incorporates eight
low cholesterol-low fat meals
and eight regular meals.
The meal price of $4 includes

I

the compl ete meal plu s
beverages.
TheTwinTowerDiningRoom
dates for this year are Oct. 17,
24 and 31; Nov. 7, 14 and 28;
and Dec. 5.
Serving begins at 11:30 a.m.
for each meal.
This will be the only chance lo
sample one of t hese meals this
year because the class only
meets in the fall.
·
Reservations may tMi made lby
calling 762-3384. Timmons said
reservation• should specify lhe
date and meal type dealred.

T.-I.'tJ._...,II-'Q
Delicious

Hickory~Smoked

Bar-B-Q

Check out our
weekly specials
&
Friday night buffet
4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Ribs, Chicken,
Roast Beef & Catfish

'lhe place ain't fancy, but it sure is

proudly presents the
E~ilon fall pledge class

foodJ

Sheri Barber
Bolli Brown
Tonja Copple
Peggy Davis
She~ Dickinson
Wendy Dockins
Cheri Greer
Sherry ·Lovett
Jenny Mason
Jen Sacora ·
Sara Sorensen

All.
IN-STOCK
WAI-l-FANS

~PRICE!

/

Good Luck,
The Sisters of
Chi Delta

Pi111• 1i11111111•ts

UNIVERSITY PLAZA ON CHESTNUT ST.

----

Jennifer Mattingly
Amy Maxwell
Nancy Mcintire
Melinda Morrison
Doris Perkins
Anne Portello
Christy Powell
Lisa Reid
Tiffany Rice
Tammy Rickard
Aimmee Sheehan
ltrlstie Vaughn

...-~
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Former dancer discovers
unexpected opportunity
Ex-Chippendale
brings tropics
to Murray area

had a 30-inch waist and a
42-inch chest," Wallace said.

comes a time when you have to
decide at which end you want to
live. I chose the top end,"
Wall ace said.

He danced for choreographed
shows from 8 p.m. until 2 a.m.
He said his attire was scanty.
He graduated from college,
"Sometimes I would wear gBy AMY HELM
strings, leather jack ets, went into understudy, passed
bar exam and became a
anything that would come off the
Reporter
lawyer for a law firm in Texas.
easily.
My
personal
wardrobe
A new treat has come to the
However, be said it did not take
Murray State University Cam- changed quite a bit after my job him long to discover the judicial
with
the
Chipp
end
ales,"
pus this fall with the help of a
system was not for him.
Wallace said.
former Chippendale's dancer.
"I got so disgusted with the
For Wallace, dancing comes
Shaved ice with a twist of
entire system. A prominent
naturally.
fl avor are the ingredients in
businesaman could get thr~
Brent Wallace's Tropical Snos.
"Dancing is a personal thing and-a-half years in prison for
For Wallace, the choice to to me. I have the ability to do it. murder while a poor person
become a member of the I've had jazz, tap and theater could get six years. It just
Tropical Sno world was not lessons, but dancing is wasn't for me," Wallace said.
planned. As a college pre-law something that comes from the
About a year later, Wallace
student, he worked nights and inside. It can't be taught," he was traveling in South Carolina
said.
weekends as a Chippendale in
when he noticed a Tropical Sno
an all-male dance review.
While dancing, Wallace said stand. He went and bought five
he met all kinds of people. In
"I didn't have enough money fact, while on the dancing cir- Tropical Snos. At that moment,
he knew he wanted to be .in the
to pay for my education so I cuit, he met' his wife.
Tropical Sno business.
answered the Chippendale ad in
"I had all kinds of offers.
the paper," Wallace said. "1 had
"It is an old-fashioned product
to go through three preliminary Sometimes I had roses thrown
auditions and then a fmal at me. But things like that were with a futuristic value. It may
fairly common. Some guys even be the Dairy Queen of the
audition.
received ladies future," Wallace said.
"The people were looking for undergarments!" Wallace said.
Wallace bought into the franspecifics such as hair color, eye
After four years of "entertain· chise and now owns Tropical
color and measurements. The ment, fun, and good money," Sno huts in Owensboro,
standard weight for a Chippen· Wallace quit working with the Louisville, Lexington, Murray
dale is 161 pounds and at least 5 Chippendales.
and Bowling Green.
feet, 9 inches in height. I just
There are 2,900 Tropical Sno
"Everybody burns candles at
barely made the cut because I
am 5 feet, 9 and a half inches. I both ends. However, there businesses in the United States.
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Cassette, CD use brings death of records
By JON FUTRELL
Chtef Reviewer

"Hey man, have you heard
the new M.C. Hammer record?"
That is a question someone
might ask without thinking
about it. Sure, they might have
listened to it on cassette or compact disc, but not on a record.
Studies show vinyl records,
which once dominated the
music industry, are now in
decline because buyers think
cassettes are more portable and
CDs produce better sounds.
Warner-Elektra-Atlantic has
cut out 40 percent of its vinyl
catalog. Tower Recorda has
stopped 7 -inch singles. With
just a few exceptions, PolyGram
and Chrysalis will release all
new material on cassettes and
CDs only.
The Murray area is experiencing its final vinyl days. Michael
Rathke, announcer-producer at
WKMS-F~ said he still spine
records but not as much as he
once did.
"We still play albums, but
we're playing them less and less
all the time," Rathke said.
"We're using almost all CDs for
classical, jazz, folk, bluegrass,
blues and new age."
The station does save albums
as backups for scratched CDs
and for material not available
on CD.
William Delaney, director of
WBLN-FM, said his station
rarely plays albums. He said
CDs have taken over there too,
with some music coming in via
satellite. Delaney said there are
both fiscal and audio reasons for
their switch.
"Economically, its more feasible now than in the past to
utilize CDs," Delaney said.
"The sound is much clearer."

Area music stores also have
been dropping vinyl, using their
old record racks for CDs.
Valerie Hancock, manager of
Terrapin Station, said the store
sells mostly used records and
few new ones. Prices range from
50 cents to $5, with most
costing $2-$2.50.
She collects albums, but she
said she does not play them as
much as she used to.
"I have an album collection
that I'd never give up," Hancock said. "Since I got my CD
player, I hardly play them."
Patty Copeland, manager of
Camelot Music in Paducah's
Kentucky Oaks Mall, said her
store sells only a few overstocked albums at prices from $1 to
$3.99. Copeland said Camelot
no longer sells new albums or
record supplies such as turntables, styluses and needles
because of a lack of demand.
Murray State University
students have, for the most
part, made the switch from
vinyl.
Marty Johnson, a freshman
architecture major from Murray, does own a turntable. He
owns albums from such artists
as Phil Collins, Milli Vinilli and
Garth Brooks. He said he now
buys most of his music on CDs.
"It sounds better and
clearer," Johnson said .
"They're easier to take care of.
My only complaint is that they
cost more."
David Townsend, an
undeclared major freshman
from Louisville, has never
bought an album. He said he
prefers cassette tapes of rap,
pop-rock and heavy metal for
their convenience.
"It's harder to mess them up,"
Townsend said. ''You can't
scratch them."

/

P.holo by TOM WHEEL£A

Dale Ston.., a freahman the.ter major from Murray, browaea through the new selection of
ca...ttea. ca...ttea and compact dlaca are caualng a decline In album sella.

'Bad' influences Lowe fans,
but reviewer not impressed
People wondering what is
playing at the Currie Center
Theater next Wednesday might
look at a poster with that information and ask "Bad Influence?
Isn't that the one with Rob
Lowe and those videotapes?"
The answer is both yes and
no. Yes, it does feature Lowe
(Masquerade) costarring with
James Spader (Sex, Lies and
Videotape). Yes, videotapes are
integral t~ the plot, but no, not
those tapes.
Instead, Infl~nce is all about
Michael (Spader). He is a wouldbe yuppie in L.A. who has t he
toys, such as golf clubs and the
videocamera, but not the guts to
advance in his job. When he
stands up to a guy in a bar, he
attracts A l ex's (Lowe)
attention.
Soon after, Alex is teaching
Michael how to be both ruthless
and entertaining at once. The
lessons work as Michael (now
asking his secretary to call him
Mick) gets even with a slick colleague, gets promoted and final-

-

,. ----

.

character is unsympathetic.
Even when Alex frames him for
murder, you never really care
what happens to him.
Another problem lies in the
pacing. It takes too long to go
not too far. The writers throw in
a few clever touches, but they
are not enough to get t he
average viewer through the
film.
As to whether or not Influence
is for you may depend on individual tastes. If you are anxious to see Rob Lowe give a
fabulous performance in an
ultimately terrifying film, go
see it. Otherwise, it is best not
to fall under this Influence.
-Jon Futrell

shrunken the way it is on
cassettes and CDs," Posey said.
"There's a little more care
taken into producing an album.
You have more surface area to
express yourself on the album
cover."

Festival attracts bands
from four states to MSU
Saturday the campus will
be filled with music, as 29
high schools from four states
compete in the 13th Annual
Festival of Champions.

REVIEW
ly gets some respect.
But Mick soon discovers the
downside of hanging around
with Alex. He breaks off Mick's
engagement with the aid of,
yes, videotape. He enlists
Mick's help in some robberies
and even frames him for
murder.
Obviously, Alex is ..1e bad in·
fluence of the film's title and
Lowe plays him wonderfully.
Alex is not the film villain with
the heart of gold; he really is
cold-blooded evil. Lowe is as
good at being bad here as
Spader was in uss Than Zero.
The camera work is also
great. It shows the L.A.
nightlife as glamourous in a
dark and seedy way, especially
the trendy nightclubs Alex
drags Mick to.
The major problem of Influence is Mick. Spader gives a
good performance, but his

Bunny men.
While he usually buys music
on cassette, he said he prefers
albums for their collectibility
and the space available on the
album cover.
''The artwork on albums isn't

Anthony Posey, a senior
political science major from
Murray, also owns a turntable.
He said he prefers music from
the '60s and '70s and such artists as Billy Joel, INXS, The
Smithereens and Echo and the

Class A will consist of
Russellville; Huntington,
Tenn., and Murray High
School. Performances begin
at 9:22 a.m. at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Class AA performances are
at 10:04 a.m. and includes
the schools of Humbolt,
Tenn.; . Mt. Vernon, Ind.;
Heath High; Trigg County;
LaRue County; Briar Crest,
Tenn.; Reidland High
School; Calloway County
and Daviess County.
Class AAA includes Henry
County; Ripley, Tenn.; Brian
Station Lone Oak High
School; Henderson County;
Harrison County and
Elizabethtown beginning at
12:24 p.m.
Performances for Class
AAAA begin at 2:16 p.m.
with the schooiR of Bartlett,

Tenn.; • Christian County;
McLean County; O'Fallon
County, lll.; MadisonvilleNorth Hopkins; Union City,
Tenn.; Muhlenberg North;
John Overton, Greenwood,
Ind. and LaFayette.
The Racer Band will per·
form at the end of the finals.
This year's show includes a
jazz tune called "Ya Gotta
Try," with trumpet solos by
Kris Eans and Alan Emer·
son, both of Daviess County;
a Count Basie tune
"Everybody Loves Blues,"
with soloist Sharon Rice, of
Elizabethtown, and Emerson
on trumpets, Chad Sowers, of
Glasgow, and Troy Jent, of
Henderson, on baritones; an
original ~rcussion feature
and t he closing theme from
Ice Castles with a solo by
Jent.
Ticket prices are $4 for day
performances. $4 for the
night finals or a $6 combination for both. Tickets will be
available at the gate.
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Radio sound changes through years
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD

Staff Writer
As the face of rock-and-roll
changes each decade, so does
the sound of radio stations. But
more and more stations are
reflecting the sound of an older.
more mature population.

'It's a very mass appea l format.. .Adult
Contemporary is today's easy listening. '
- Powers

65-year-<>ld people listening. Its
Adult contemporary is a radio ranking went from nine to two
format that, during the past few in a market of 26 adult con tern·
years, has risen to the number- porary stations in Nashville, he
one rated radio format said.
throughout the country, accorAnd that represents the sucding to Radio and Records cess many stations have had
magazine. The magazine said when switching to an adult coneven country music, the temporary format.
number one format for more
Marc Sebastian, operations
than a decade, has taken a
manager and program director
backseat to the adult-rock for WZZF in Hopkinsville, said
format.
his station saw a positive
"It's a very mass appeal for- response from clients and the
mat," said Glen Powers, vice public when they switched from
president and general manager a top-40 format to an adult conof WZEZ, Lite 92 FM, from temporary format based on
Nashville. "Adult Contem- oldies.
The cause for change was a
porary is today's easy
result of money and lack of
listening."
clients, he said.
And easy listening was what
" Radio is just like a
WZEZ played until this year. business," said Randy Herdon,
Now it plays a soft adult con· operations manager for WBLN
temporary sound that Powers in Murray. "You can't· go on
said is pleasing to the audience your own personal preference."
it already had and people it
According to Radio and
wanted to attract.
"We had a tremendous in- Records,the target group for
adult contemporary formats
crease in audience," he said.
falls between the ages of25 and
Powers said the station not 54. The reason, Herdon said, is
only increased the audience in that group is the one with the
the 25-year-old to 54-year-old money. He said radio tries to
group, but it increased the reach an audience that will buy
number of 35-year-old to an advertiser's products.

"If I had one group to aim, I
would pick a 30-year-old
female," Herndon said.
Sebastian said the reason for
the popularity of the adult contemporary format is that the
sound is based on the oldies.
Powers said it is the sound the
targeted age group grew up
with.
Consequently, he said that
sound is a better and longer attention grabber than the other
types of music.
"Oldies' popularity in adver·
tising speaks for itself," Sebastian said.
From McDonald ' s "Mac
Tonight," to car commercials, to
even beer commercials, he said
the music gives the audience a
chance to participate in the
song or relive some good
memories.
Sebastian said there are two
types of adult contemporary formats: "hot" adult contem·
porary, current adult hits with
an oldies base, and adult contemporary with an oldies
emphasis.
He said having the two types
of formats helps keep the
market from getting flooded.
But that may not be the case.
Herdon said 10 or more stations
may be received in Murray
depending on signal strength.
Those stations qualifymg
themselves as adult contemporary that are received in Mur·
ray on a good signal include
WBLN, Murray; WZZF ,

Hopkinsville ; WCVQ,
Clarksville, Tenn., and WYNU,
Jackson, Tenn.
This leaves WDDJ in
Paducah, as the only commer·
cial station received on a good
signal into Murray that plays a
top-40 format.
Because of a lack of choices offered to the listener, some people are being alienated by the
radio stations, said Jim Eskew,
program director for WRLT,
Radio Lightning in Nashville.
WRLT used to play an adult
contemporary format but was
ranked last in the market,
Eskew said.
Since going to a new, free format, he said their ratings have
risen from 26 to 11 in Nashville.
"We were looking for a part of
the audience not being served,''
Eskew said.
The free format WRLT plays
is not just new for the Nashville
area, but he said it is relatively
new for the nation. Last year
there were only nine stations in
the country playing a free format. Now there are 36.
"We just look for songs, not
something to fit a format," he
said.
To keep things fresh and lively, Eskew said the disk jockeys
will not play a hit again and
again. Instead, if an artist has a
good hit song, the station disc
jockeys will play other songs
from that artist's album. The
station also mixes adult hits

with some alternative and country music.
"We try to always to keep it
fresh," he said. "We try to keep
it new."
Eskew said the mejority of
their audience is females aged
25 to 35 and males aged 35 to/
45.
The station calls itself the
future in radio.
But the music is not the most
important aspect of a radio
station.
Tom Cassetty , station
manager for WCVQ in
Clarksville, Tenn., said people
do listen for the music, but it is
that little extra stuff that
makes a radio station good.
"If you just play music, you
will be just an average radio
station,'' he said.
Doing local promotions and
having good disc jockeys with
out-going personalities gives
WCVQ the edge in winning the
adult contemporary market.
Currently, Cassetty said his
station is ranked third in
Clarksville behind WSM-FM, a
country station from Nashville,
and WKDF, an album rock
oriented station that appeals to
the large number of soldiers
located at Fort Campbell.
Having fun and giving spontaneous presentations makes a
station enjoyable to listen to,
Sebastian said.
" We need to fulfill the
listeners' needs," he said.
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Lady Racers off to best start ~ver, 9-8
By GREG ALLEN
Assistant Sports Ed1tor

lee Ann Allen, a senior from Quincy, Ill., prepares to serve In
Monday's game with Middle Tennessee. The lady Racers
defeated MTSU 15-1, 15-1, 15-12.

.

Head coach Oscar Segovia
has his Racer volleyball team
off to the best start since the
program began in 1983.
With recent victories over
the University of Evansville,
Middle Tennessee State and
Tennessee Tech, the Racers
have improved their record to
9-8 overall and 3-0 in the Ohio
Valley Conference.
Segovia says that serving
has been the key to the
victories.
"Serving as a team was the
key to the win at Tech,"
Segovia said.
As in most any other sport, it
took a team effort to win the
match 6 -15, 13-15, 15·8, 15-12,
15·5 and "escape the jaws of
defeat."
Jill Doty and Jill McCoy had
career high.s in service ace~'
with four and five,
respectively.
Doty, a junior from
Hoopeston, lll., also had a
career high with 14 kills;
while McCoy, a senior from
Quincy, lll., had a career high
with 36 digs.
"Doty is the player that is
most improved on our team.
She is very powerful and full of
enthusiasm," Segovia said.
"She has come out very consist~nt and done some great
things for us."

VOllEYBAll
"McCoy served 10 straight
points against Tech to finish
the game off," Segovia said.
Also providing a spark to the
win was Belinda Rubio, Con·
nie Ballard and Lea Ann
Allen.
Rubio, a sophomore from
Round Rock, Tex., had career
highs with 24 assists and 13
digs.
"It. takes a lot of guts to go
out as a sophomore and be a
leader for the other two
freshman setters,'' Segovia
said.
After suffering a knee injw·y
before the season, Ballard, a
senior from Belleville, Ill.,
stepped in with experience and
leadership.
"She stepped in the fourth
and fifth game and really
showed what experience was.
She made some great things
happen for us," Segovia said.
During the match, Allen
achieved a milestone as she
became the second Racer to
collect over 1,000 kills.
Allen's career total of 1,022
kills stands second to only
Kim Koehler with 1,128.
The MTSU match marked
the first time the Racers had
been home since Sept. 11.
After playing the last 10
matches on tHe road, segovia

said the team was ready to get
back to Racer Arena.
"We were ready to come
back home and play for the
student body and the
community.
" We were so eager to come
back home that we literally
just blew Middle Tenne.sSt'e off
of the court," Segovia said.
"We served so well it was
unbelievable."
The Racers won 15·1, 15-l,
15-12 serving 10 aces.
Because of sickness, McCoy
had to be replaced at
Evansville by Stacy Gerald£, a
freshman from Lenzburg, Ill.
"She wanted to give it her
best and she played very
well," Segovia satd.. "She came
out fired up and made the
transition very well."
Next for the Racers is yet
another tournament. Today
and Saturday the the Racers
travel to Jonesboro, Ark., to
play in the Arkansas State
Tournament.
The Racet·s will compete
against Alabama Birmingham, Arkansas State,
Illinois State and Sam
Houston State.
"We're playing in the tour·
naments to prepare us for the
OVC to make us tournament
tough," Sego~ia said.
We're still looking for our
first tournament champion·
ship other than the OVC. We
mi~ht surprise some people
thls weekend.''

StruQQiing Racers travel to face Sycamores
By MICHAEL PADUANO
Sports Ed1tor
Two struggling teams meet
Saturday in Terre Haute, Ind.
when the Racers face the
Sycamores of Indiana State
University
ISU and MSU enter this
weekends matchup with only
one win and each team lost last
week as the Sycamores dropped
a 28·10 decision to Western fl.
linois and the Racers lost to
Tennessee Tech 16·3.
Afler defeating Central
Missouri State in the opening
game of the season, the
Sycamores dropped their next
four games and now stand at
1-4.
Despite ISU's losing record,
Racer head coach Mike
Mahoney said the Sycamores
are a much better team than
their record indicates.
ISU and the Racers have had
a common opponent in
Southern Illinois this season
ISU fell short at Sill 20-17, and
the Racers were drummed by
the Salukis 45-7.
Mahoney said ISU will
feature Derrick Franklin, one of
the top running backs the Racer
defense will face all year.
Frankilin has gained 449 yards
rushing this year and is averag.
ing 4.2 yards per carry.

1

1 think he's (Michael
Davis) our best back
and I want to get his
hands on the ball. '
-Mahoney
and receivers Charles Swan and
Derrick Franklin will be the
keys to stopping ISU's passing
game which averages over 200
yards per game.
"They've got ·some talented
receivers," Mahoney said.
On offense the Racers will
make a major change in the
back-field as leading rusher
Michael Davis will switch from
fullback to tailback.

"I think he's our be!lt back
and 1 want to get his hands on
the ball,'' Mahoney said.
The Racer defense will have
to do a better job on t .. :. d·downs
than they did against Tennessee Tech. TTU was able to
convert 15 -23 third-down
situations.
"We need to execute our
third-down defense better,"
Mahoney said.
Mahoney said the Racer
defense did play well enough to
force TTU into third and long
situations, but just could not
stop Tech from picking up firstdowns
Mahoney said the Sycamores
The Racer offense did show
also have a talented air corp. He some life last week by gaining
said quarterback John Stiles, 216 yards, but was just not con·

--.

sistent enough to get into the
end-zone.
"We need to work on our passing game,'' Mahoney said. "Our
timing is a little off."
Mahoney was happy with the
Racers last drive against Tech,
but was unhappy with a no-call
on pass interference which led
to an interception of Kevin Pro·
ctor late in the game.
On the play, a TTU defender
bumped Racer wide-out James
Huff and ~lowed him down
enough to allow Proctor's pass
to be picked-off by a Tech
defender.
"There's nothing you can do
about it so we might as "well
forget about it."
Mahoney said a copy of the
game tape has been sent to the
officials who worked last week's
game.
Mahoney said the Racers will
have to overcome injuries to
players for the first time this
year. Center Steve Broughton
injured his ankle in practice
last week and his status for the
game is uncertain. Other injuries which are not as serious
are: Danny Amato, chest: Ken
Flagg, knee; and Robby Lanon,
thigh.
Saturday's game against lndidana State will be the first
meeting between both schools.

LAST WEEK :

Tennessee Tech 16, MSU 3. Western
Illinois 28, Indiana State 10.

LAST MEETING: This is the first meeting between the

R E CORD S:

two schools.
MSU 1-3, Indiana State 1-4.

S E RIES :

First meeting.

SITE:

Terre Haute, Indiana.

KICK OFF :

6:30 p.m. CST.

QUICK
F A CTS:

*MSU is 12-8-2 against Gateway
Conference foes.
*Despite a 1-3 start, MSU's Danny
Amato is second in the OVC with total
tackles and assists (62), while
teammates Shelton Burruss is third
with 54, and Reggie Kennedy is fourth
with 53.
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Softball tourney lasts
through early morning
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Wr•ter

Most people play the game
of softball to either exercise,
relax or take frustration out
on an mnocent round object.
However, none of those
qualities were on the minds
of 10 teams last weekend as
they fought for supremecy in
the Fifth Annual Twilight
Softball Tournament al Mur·
ray City Park.
·
The Men Without Shame
claimed the championship by
defeating Pi Kappa Alpha
17-6 to end the doubleelimination tournament
which began at 8 p.m. Friday
and ended at 4:30 a.m.
Saturday.
The format was a bit different from most softball
tournaments. The games
were limited to 45 minutes
in length and all batters
came to the plate facing a
count of three balls and two
strikes.
"If you hit the ball foul or
the pitch was a strike you
were out," said Intramural
Coordinator Dawn Griffin.
"If the pitch was out of the
strike zone you would walk
and go to first base."
The tournament was simply survival of the fittest.
"There's no preparation,"
said John Bell, a graduate
student from St. Louis, Mo.,
who captained Men Without

INIHAMURAL SQFTBALL
JC'sGir1s
Trt Slgs
Alpha Slgs
Theta Chi Delta
AD Pi's
Powerhouse
Alpha Gams
AOPI's
Webbers

Shame. "You just get out
there and play."
A veteran of six twilight
tourneys, Bell said over time
one learns the tricks to surviving such a competition.
"You need to drink lots of
soda.," he said. "There were
two young teams in it and
they ju$l didn't realize how
hard it would be on them."
Bell and many other spec·
tators and players found
Pocket's convenience store to
be a popular spot for their
necessities.
"I took four trips to
Pocket's to get sodas and
pretty soon the guy there
was wanting to know what
the scores were and who's
still in it,'' Bell said. "By the
flow of people coming in
there be could tell the tournament was going on."
Bell said between 1 a.m.
and 3 a.m. it was easy to
determine the teams who
had a chance to win and
those who were ready to go to
their beds.
"People started making errors on plays they should
have been making and stopped taking extra bases on
hits," he said. "Once il gets
to 2 a.m. you either want to
win it all or lose and go
home."
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By TERRY HAREWOOD
Reporter

It will be at least another year
before the roof on Racer Arena
can be replaced.
MSU athletic director
Michael Strickland said that
the finances for the roof were
approved by the Board of
Regents last spring after constant leaks onto the court and
several parts of the stands made
repairs necessary.

I
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• L m.. - II p.m. I
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Homeboys
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Ngltout

4-2
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would be in place by the start of
this year's basketball season,
however there will be a delay
because of a heavy work load on
MSU maintenance workers
responsible for the renovations.
"Because of an extremely
tight schedule on the physical
plant, we were unable to have it
completed as was expected,"
Strickland said.

"The old roof was
deteriorating and we had to be
continually patching water
leaks," Strickland said.

That now means that the
20-year-old roof will be used for
another season and officials are
now hoping that by the beginning of the 1991-92 school year
the new roof will be in place.

The athletic department
predicteCi that the replacement

Chief engineer of the physical
plant, Harry Milton said lack of

The OUtfield •
2·5
Frogs From Hell 1-4
The Kings
1·5

I

time was the main reason for
the delay.
"A critical time factor has
forced a delay in the project, but
hopefully we should have it
started by next May and it
should be completed by the middle of the summer," Milton
said.
Milton said that it was hard to
give an official cost but be
estimated that it should come to
less than $200,000.
Meanwhile, the leaks will be
patched in time for this year's
season and should hold until
the renovation unless there is a
very heayy downpour, Milton
said .

The Sisters of Alpha Delta Pi
would like to send their
love and prayers to

Carrie Smith
We just want you to know
that we are thinking of you.

If you woufd {i~ to get
in toucft witli Carrie,
sfte 'c{ {ove to ftear from you!

ov.rr.

Only 11 weeks 'til Christmas,
make your jewelryI gift layaways
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Unwed Fathers
Total Package
JC & the Boyz
C·L Connection
Team Moo
Not By Sight
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Racer Arena roof could be replaced
before 1991-92 fall basketball season
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RACER SPORTS WEB
FRIDAY

~

Football

OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE

Tennis

OVC STANDINGS

Volleyball

w.:..L

Middle Tennessee
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State
Eastern Kentucky
Austin Peay
Morehead State

Overall
(5-0)

1-0
1-0
1-1

(3-2)
(2-3)

0-0

(4-0)
{0-4)

0-0
0-1
0-1

Murray State

(2-3)
(1-3)

• TENNESSEE STATE (2-3, 1-1) vs. AUSTIN PEAY (0-4,
0.0): APSU hosts TSU in their OVC opener after being
t humped 28-9 by Samfor d University.
The Tiget·s go into Saturday's game after losing to Central
State -35-14 before 28,842 spectators last week in Atlanta.
TSU features two conference leaders in punter Colin God. frey and Simon Shanks. Godfrey is leading t he conference
with an average of 47 yards pe1· punt. Shanks has the most
tackles and assists of anyone in the OVC with 72.
Kickoff is at 1:30 CDT in Clarksville, Tenn.
• MIDDLE TE NNESSEE (5..0, 1..0) vs. EASTERN KENTUCKY (4-0, 0.0): MTSU wiU have to beat the number fout·
Colonels to stay on top of the NCAA 1-AA poll.
The Blue Raiders retained its numbet· one ranking by
defeating UT-Chattanooga 24-17, and EKU was able to crush
Western Kentucky 35-12 last week.
Kickoff is at 7:30 EDT in Richmond.
• MOREHEAD STATE (2-3, 0.1) vs. TE NNESSEE TECH
(3-2, 1..0): MSU travels to Tech after crushing Morgan State
47·0 last week. Tech a lso won laat week, beating Murray
State 16·3.
Morehead may be looking for revenge after beating TTU
last year 14·8, but had to forfeit the gami! later in the season.
Kickoff is at 1:30 CDT at Cookeville, Tenn.

2aaala•

Alia

GLial

126
154
111
139
50
Proctor,MSU 3 6
Taylor, TT
18
Hunter, AP
55

66
85
67
80
24
15
11
24

Bllabllltl

AU.

Thomas,EK
Campbell, MT
Williams, MO
Brown, EK
Lowery, TT
Williams, AP
Shackelford, TT

74
85
88
39
49
54
45
30

IH..Jflu
Pingue, MO
Williams, MO
Brooks, TT
Robinson, TS
Owens, TS
Hillman, AP
Hale, TT
Waters, TS

24
23
18
17
17
13
16
15

Wade, TS
Swartz, MO
Ironside, MT
Brown, TT
Fields, EK

Davis, MSU

~-~~~on....

MTSU

TTU
EKU
MoSU
TSU
APSU

MSU

a

81.

146
131
146
109
83
26
24

5
6
3
4
2
1
1
0

xu m em

1039
972
952
933
321
223
152
198

xu

460
512
380
261
211
258
185
210

xu

315
200
296
300
283
97
241
106
Au

29.2
26.2
36.5
21 .8
16.6
6.5
6.0

5 .524
5 .552
4 .604
3 .600
2 .480
0.417
3 .507
0 .436

.Yal:

6.2
6.0
4.3
6.7
4.3
4.8
4.1
7.0

m

6
4
0
2
1
4
0
1

:fa lR

13.1
8.7
16.4
17.6
16.6
7.5
15.1
7.1

m

17
14
17
12
10
1
3

2
1
0
2
0
0
4
1

IalJIII

X.

207.8
194.4
190.4
186.6
80.3
55.8
50.7
49.5
lJua

115.0
102.4
76.0
65.3
52.8
51 .6
46.3
42.0

4.8
4.6
3.6
3.4
3.4
3.3
3.2
3.0

Au

2119 423.8
1892 378.4
1508 3n.o
1538 307.6
1393 278.6
912 228.0
721180.3

I SATURDAY

SUNDAY

!'

I MONDAY

I TUESDAY IWEDNESDAYI THURSDAY

I

lndlane • •

; &3() p.m.
'--'({ ·, fWo:::@:j\' Y{
, wat.M tOU

II'

ICroaa
Country
Golf

I

Home

I~--

*No Scheduled Event

Rifle*

I

m

CROSS
COUNTRY

FOOTBALL

T .....aaMTech16
Mutn~yState3

Men's results at Country Fair

""'··············-··· 0
MSU••·-····-····- · 0
TTU- FG Qlpeon22

Invitational at Southern Illinois

3

3

3 10
0

0

MSU- FG Duncan 32
TTU- FQ Clpaoo 20
TTU- FG Gipson 29
TTU-Hele 3 paaa from Brown
(Gipson klc:k)
MSU

TTU

Arat Oowne............... 14

25

Rushea/Yards~ ....40/118
541224
Paaalng....................98
192
Comp1Att/lnt........7/ 1511 16127~
Total offen8e............218
416
Penaltlealyards.......3/28
6137
Puntalyards ..........6/221
31135
Poaaeaalon Ume.....25:31
34:29

INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
RUSHING- Murray State, Davie
10·52, Oepp 10--41, Sypho 8-32.
Tenneasee Tech, Shackelford 1580, Hamlton 22-80, Webb 9-34.
PASSINO·
Murray State,
Proctor 7- 15-1 98. Tennessee
Tech, Browne 16-27-0 192.
RECEIVING· Murray State,
Huff 3-49, HaviA 1·26. Tenneseee
Tech, Brooka 3...., Hale 4-4o4,
Call818 2-38, Wlttenbatger 2-33.

I~ I

UniV9f8/ty

Southem Illinois
Illinois State
South-at MO
Southwest MO
Indian~~ State
Memphis State
Murray State
Belmont College

61

63

77
82
f05
f45

194
194

Top10

Bnlnt eon,ton

Mike Kershaw
Mike Hillyard
IISU Flnallata
ChrlsBarrlgar

Cart DHiard

.-mCennak
Steven ROIQ08

J.t<. Leeeure
Rich Boyle

SEMO 24:22

SlJ
SlJ
Mem. St
Ind. Sl
SlJ
SlJ
Ind. St.
SlJ

52 26:05

Chtls Layton
Jeff Beach

58 29:39
59 29:42

Women's results at Salukl
Country Fair Invitational (5000
Meter Run)

Southeast MO
Southem Illinois
Indiana State
Western Illinois
Murray State
Memphis State
Belmont College

31
86
69
87

88
186
214

'
INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Top 10
Lucie Mays
Debbl Ramseyer

INDIVIDUAL RESULTS

Jimmy Hear1d
Tony Daniel
Mike Straza
An«ew Juby
Kyle Hobbs
Vaughan Hany
Nick Schwartz

John Ackerman

24:30
~:48

25:02

25:03
25:06

25:07
25:11
25:19
SEMO 25:21
32 28:21 .1
S4 28:21 .9
37 28:40
46 27:04
50 27:30
51 27:44

SEMO 17:51
Ind. St. 17:56
Kara Howell
SEMO 17:56
Heather Huhn
MSU 18:15
l.eeann Conway
SlJ 18:18
Melllaaa Utterback Ind. St. 18:28
Usa Dumam
SEMO 18:30
Anna Aaaenmacher SEMO 18:30
Dawn Barefoot
SlJ 18L38
Arrie Padgett
SlJ 18:42

Other IISU Flullata
Kendra Hedlood
Rebecca Mlzener
Lllbv SuroYec

15
18
24
27
29
36
39
48
52

Stephanie E~s
Crystal Roberson
Therse Thomas
Melody Helgereon
Rovln Middleton
Beth Hedges

19:03
19:21
20:04
20:16
20:35
21 :00
21:11
22:49
23:24

VOLLEYBALL

at Cool<svflle, Tenn.,
09129/ 90

MSU 6 13 15 15 15
" " 15 15
8 f2 5
INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
KILLS- Koehler 19, Doty14*
Price 10, Allen 9.
DIGS· McCoy 36*, Allen 27,
Doty 20, Koehler 16, Rubio 13",
Ballard9.
•
ASSISTS. Rubio 24*, Ballard
17, Donnelly 11 .
at Racer .At8na 1M;J1190

MSU
15 15 15
IITSU
1 1 12
INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
KILLS- ADen 11, Koehler 10,
Doty 7.
DIGS· Doty 18, Allen 10,
Koehler 10, McCoy 7.
ASSISTS- Ballard 10, Rubio 8,
Donnelly 8.
at E~. Ind., 1002190

MSU
815 15 15
UE
15 12 11 10
INDIVIDUAL LEADERS

RACER OF THE WEEK:

KILLS· Doty 18, Allen10,
Koehler&.
DIGS· Koehler 18, Allen 17,
Ooty 14, Ballard 8.
ASSISTS. Rubio 17, Ballard
11' Donnelly 6.

..

~ ·~·~ha .

-

~

'

Jm McCoy recorded
career highs In digs and service aces In last Saturday's
come from behind win at Tennessee Tech.
McCoy, a senior from Quincy, Ill., had 36 digs and five
aces and sparked the Lady Racers to their current threegame winnlnp streak. .... ....; ! ·~

.!' .. ,.,
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It's time to ADVERTISE .•.
In the MSU News!

Series win could erase nightmares
of years past for Boston. Red Sox
The cur:;e of Babe Ruth has
stricken the Boston Red Sox
for years and since the departure of the "Bambino," the
Sox have been one of the
most disappointini teams in
professional sports.
But after years of blowing
leads, di:;appointing fans,
not living up to their potential, and outright choking,
the Boston Red Sox may
finally have it right.
That'~; right, the Red Sox!
Over the past 75 years the
Red Sox have managed to
blow evun the most comfortable of leads. They have
thrown the most certain victories away to the jaws of
defeat in some of the most
heartbreaking ways
possible.
Who can forget Bucky
Dent's homerun in the tiebreaking game for the
American League East title
in 1978, or Ray Knight's
ground ball which went
through Bill Buckner's legs
in the 1986 World Series loss
to the Mets?

Mike
Paduano

Yes. the Red Sox have
managed to let the Yankees
overtake them from 14 and
one-half games out in 1978,
teased their fans before losing to Cincinnati in 1975 and
now they may become the
organization that could not
win it all despite having
players like Ted Williams,
Carl Yaztremski, Jim Rice,
Dwight Evans and Wade
Boggs.
For years and years, the
Red Sox have been able to
make everything go wrong
m excrutiating ways, but
now, just maybe, the Bosox
may win it all.
Boston has overcome an
alarming amount of i)\juries
and defections to ascend to
the American League Cham-

pionship Series.
During the past season the
Bosox have had to replace
Jim Rice and Nick Esasky,
both are no longer with the
team, and have played
almost the entire season
with injuries to Wade Boggs,
Mike Greenwell, Roger
Clemens, and Jeff Reardon.
The Red Sox never did
replace Esasky's 30-plus
homeruns, nor have they
found a fourth or fifth
starter.
But the difference between
this year's club and the Sox
in the past is that the normal
September slide was checked
when Boston took two of
three from the second·place
Blue Jays last week.
With a series win against
the mighty Oakland
Athletics, and a victory over
either the Cincinnati Reds or
Pittsburgh Pirates, Red Sox
fans can forget more than 70
years of agony.
Or maybe all of us Yankee
fans can enjoy another
hilarious defeat.

Bad timing, lack of personnel delay
season ·until spring for soccer club
By KEVIN BROWN

Reporter
It's that time of the year
again. Yes, it's football season.
As the football team dons its
gear, MSU's other football c1ub
is busy practicing next to the
Curris Center. lsn•t it?
A case of bad timing and a
shortage of personnel have
fallen upon the 1990 version of
the Murray State soccer club.
"The amount oftilne it took to
organize lhis year's club
delayed the possibility of
organized play this fall," said
Eric Ebors, coach of the club.
While the MSU club was
organizing and practicing,
other clubs began official play.
Ebors said that the initial
organization needs to "begin at

SOCCER
the end" of the spring semester.
He added that the club was
"still a new program'' and "the
future on the intereollegiate
level does look promising."
A possible problem with a
future intercollegiate soccer
program at MSU is "Title IX,"
federal legislation that requires
the same amount of funding for
men's and women's sports for
schools receiving federal aid.
Ebors said he "didn't think it
would have any m~or lasting
effect" on intercollegiate soccer
in the future.
Title IX may not have a
significant effect on a soccer

program, but NCAA legislation
may, said Mike Strickland,
MSU athletic director.
"The NCAA may pus legislation in January which will require more women's sport& to be
added to the MSU athletics ~
gram," Strickland said. "If this
occurs, it will be difficult to add
any new men's sports."
While some supporters of the
game are optimistic toward the
possibility of NCAA sanctioned
play, others have conceded that
it is not a probability in the
near future.
Strickland and Ebors both
agree that soccer is gaining in
popularity and will, at some
point, gain support from the
NCAA.
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14K GOLD
HERRINGBONE
7" BRACELET

E PERM LOOK AN
CARE YOU WANT
Tired of dry, frizzy hair after
every perm? Let one of our
experts give you a Matrix perm
and experience tun-bodied,
conditioned curls that are silky
smooth and full of life.
·
Call today for an appointment!

New Angles
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here we come!
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New Releases....$3
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4th floor
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Deak In the CUrrie Center.
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Banning women from locker rooms discriminatory
Controversy has erupted in
recent days in the National
Football League with regard to
female reporters in the locker
rooms.
Two cases this season have
brought this issue to the
forefront.
A female reporter alleges abe
was sexually assaulted verbally
in the New England Patriot's
locker room and a USA Today
reporter was banned from the
Cin~nnati Bengal's locker
room.
Public opinion in this area at
least seems to point out that
people are in support of women
journalists being banned from
the locker rooms. A self-selected
phone-in poll conducted by
WPSD, Channel 6 in Paducah,
showed that 90 percent of the
respondents thought female
sports writers should be banned
from the locker rooms.

WAKE UP TO THE
MURRAY STATE
NEWS I
EUERY FRIDAY

Brenda's
Beau;!y

.Sctll8n

Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center

Murray
753-4582

For the look ·
to watch
out

fori

Narrow Margin
1 :30 p.m. 7:05 p.m.

[[J

Admittedly these results are
not scientific and should not be
deemed representative, but
they do reflect an opinion which
is out there and needs to be
addressed.
This issue was settled in
federal court in 1978. A federal
judged ruled that a female
Sports Jllu1trated reporter's
rights were violated when abe
was banned from the New York
Yankees' clubhouse.
It was reasoned that female
sports writers cannot do their
job as well as their male
counterparts when they do not
have the same sort of access to
the players. The best time to interview a player is right after a
game, when the game is still
fresh in his mind and his feelings are still strong.
Since women reporting sports
is a reality, and since they must
be given equal access under

Allyeon
Hobble

law, smart professional sports
teams have ac:iju.sted to the
changing times. The Los
Angeles Raiders and New
Orleans Saints have built
lockers that afford privacy
while dressing. The Dallas
Cowboys have an interview
room.
Seemingly the locker room
issue does not have to be a problem if a team will only deal
with it.
Comments were made about
one of the women reporters be·
ing a "classic bitch" by the
Bengal•s owner, Victor Kiam.
The other incident involved

members of the Patriots exposing themselves to a female
reporter from the Boston Herald
and making sexually suggestive comments.
Calling a woman a "bitch"
because she is trying to do her
job is hardly justified and exposing yourselves and acting sexually assaultive are hardly the
kind of behaviors expected of
sports professionals.
What the players, coaches and
owners do not seem to be respecting is the women as people
mostly, but also the women as
professional members of the
media.
Do they think women have no
business reporting sports
because they do not understand
it? This hardly seems
reasonable since persons planning to make a career in sports
journalism would certanly
make themselves familiar with

the games and the terminology.
Do they think women cannot
report on sports because they
have no experience in games
like football or baseball? This
too seems unfounded since you
can look at almost any male
sports reporter and most look
like he baa never successfully
completed a 50-yard dash, much
less was ever considered an
athlete.
I
Whatever the reason, it is
time to wise up. Women are
reporting sports in ever increasing numbers and will continue
to.
Professional teams would be
smart to do as others have done
and come up with ways to deal
with women journalists in the
locker room. And it would certainly benefit them to adjust
their attitudes where women
are concerned.
~

,.
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Experts debate quake likelihood ,
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Staff Writer

n the aftermath of the
San Francisco earth·
quake in October of 1989
and the Sept. 26 earth·
quake near Cape
Girardeau, Mo., measuring 4.7 on the Richter
scale, many people are eyeing
the New Madrid Fault in anticipation of the next big earth·
quake in the United States.
The New Madrid Fault is the
site of the largest earthquakes
to bit the U.S. mainland. They
occured in 1811 and 1812 and,
measured by today's scales,
were greater than 8.0 on the
Richter scale.
According to scientific
calculations conducted by Dr.
lben Browning, a climatologist
in Albuquerque, N.M., the New
Madrid Fault could experience
another big earthquake around

I

Dec. s.
"I'm not predicting there will
be an earthquake," Browning
said. "I'm saying that the conditions will be present for an ear·
th~uake to take place."
He iaid he ia uaing the same
. type of information he used last
year to warn of the earthquake
that hit the San FranciJM:o area
Oct. 17.
Using history and
mathematica, Browning figured
the tidal fon:es that cause high
tides and low tides will be at
their highest peak since 1964.
Tboae tidal forces will equal
those present during the
1811-1812 earthquakes which
cauaed the Miasiuippi River to
· flow backwardt for three days.
Tidal forces, which are deter·
mined by the alignment of the
earth, moon and eun, are believed to have the eame effect on
land IDU8etl as they do on
water. The land iB "pulled,"
possibly releasing pressure
built up within the fault.
If enough preaaure is present
in the New Madrid Fault, the

tidal forces may release that
pressure ca using the
earthquake.
Browning said the fault is
similar to a gun. If the gun is
loaded and force is exerted on
the trigger, the gun will go off.
If the gun is not loaded, nothing
will happen.
"This is not an assured event.
It's up to local geologists to
/
determine how much pressure
is present," he said.
And the gun is loaded said
David Stewart, director for the
Center for Earthquake Studies
at Southeast Missouri State
University in Cape Girardeau,
Area susceptible
Mo.
to major
"It only takes about 200
damage
years, give or take 25 years, to
build up enough stress to equal
Area auaceptlble
a 7.6 or 7.6 (earthquake,
to
moderate
measured on the Richter
damage ,_
scale)," Stewart said.
However, Stewart said there
is only about a 10 percent
Grlj)hlc by ROll Wll.KER80N
chance there will be an earth·
quake of that magnitude in the
History seems to point that Center at Murray State
Minach compared the region,
next ten years. However, there out .
which contains populous areas
University.
is a 50 percent chance t hat a 65
·
According to Browning's
Weber said he does not doubt such as St. Louis and Memphis,
earthquake will take place in calculations, the stress exerted Browning's prediction. He Tenn., to Newcastle, Australia,
the next 10 years.
on the North American conti· pointed to earthquakes in the a city with a population of
But those figures are nent during the winter of region - moet notably one in 425,000, that was damaged
debatable.
1811·1812 occurs every 179 Lawrenceville, Ind. in 1988 that heavily from an earthqake that
John Minsch, a geologist with years. Added to this fact is that measured 5.1 on the Richter measured 5.5 on the Richter
the National Earthquake Infor- 130 earthquakes that have been scale - as giving some ra· ecale.
In that quake, 15 people were
mation Center in Golden, Colo., recorded along the New Madrid tionale to th~ prediction.
killed from collapsing buildings
said that the center's studies on Fault have occured between Oc·
"It is reaaonable. This could and falling debris.
the probability of an earth· tober and November.
be the straw that breab the
Reportedly, some school
quake show only a 40 percent to
The three earthquakes to hit camel's back," Weber said.
districts
in. Arkansas have
60 percent chance that there New Madrid, measuring 8.4 or
The New Madrid Fault runs cancelled classes for Dec. 3 and
will be a 6.0 earthquake in the stronger on today's scales, oc120 miles from Cairo, Til.,
next 30 years.
curred Dec. 16, 1811, Jan. 23, through New Madrid and other echool systems in Ken·
A spokesperson for the center 1812 and Feb. 7, 1812 - 179 Caruthersville, Mo., to Marked tueky, Miaeouri and lllinois are
considering the eame to avoid
said Browning's prediction is yean qo.
Tree, Ark., following Interstate numerous injuries and deaths
not supported by the geol~ · However, it is ' unlikely that' 55. States directly affected by that can be caused by collapsing
at the center·
these events will occur again in an earthquake along the fault buildings and falling debris.
"We do not endorse that the near future, according to are Miasouri, Kentucky, D·
However, Browning, Stewart
prediction." abe said.
one geologist.
linoia, Tennessee and and Weber &tre88ed the impor·
However, both studies do
"It would take 650 years to Arkansas.
tance of keeping calm in light of
show that there is a good chance build up that kind of stress,"
Because earthquakes do not the prediction.
for a big earthquake to strike said Neil Weber, chairman of commonly affect this area like
"What one needs to do is not
the region.
MSU's . geoecience department the San Andreas Fault a.ff'ects to panic or go running around
"The e~nts are inevitable," .. and former d.fre'ctor of the Mid- California, damage could be ex- screaming earthquake,"
Stewart said.
· America Remote Sensing tensive, Minsch said.
Browning said.

New Madrid Fault Zone

Students
By MELANIE BUCKUN
~News Editor
and

and JANEEN MIRACLE
Reporter

ome students will
WJe any excuse to
skip claaa.
Stephanie Lush iB
planning to spend
the weekend before
the projected earth·
quake 10 hours north of
Murray.
''My boyfriend suggested we
go to hie house that weekend,
but I'm supposed to be back on
Monday because one of my
teachers ia giving us a quiz that
day. But, it just might be worth
missing," said Lush, a junior
journalism major from
Elizabethtown. Vows, like
Lush's, to leave town around
the date of the projected earth·
quake are common, as are
pledges to ride it out.
"My mom said, 'You're com·
ing home!' " said Tamm.ye
Campbell, a senior criminal
justice m~ from Clay.

S

r~~ct
.
~

diijerently
to prediction
.

'I made my mom buy
bottled water, since
they say there won't
be any water if we
have an earthquake
and hopefully I'll have
a survival kit ready. '
-Graham
Genan Brown, a sophomore
nursing m~or from Paris,
Tenn., may also avoid the Mur·
ray State campus on Dec. 3.
"It (the prediction) just makes
me wonder. I probably won't go
to echool, just to be on the safe
side,'' Brown said.
Andy Rideout, a junior en·
vironmental biology major from
Henderson, plans on spending
Dec. 3 fishing.
"I'll probably go on a picnic
out at the lake just so I'm away
fioom all the buildings," Rideout
said.
"If the earth starts to shake,
I'm going to try and be out of
any buildings," said Randy
Newcomb, a senior public rela·
,

,

__

tions major from Benton.
"I know I'll at least be out of
my apartment because that
tremor we had before shook my
walla," Newcomb lAid.
Other Murray State students
plan to ride out the prediction,
but are taking precautions just in ca8e.
Katie Hibbs, a sophomore
elementary zu,jor from Dixon.
said, "I'm not going to buy my
Cbrlatmaa preeenta wttil after
it happens so they won't
break."
"My mom is making me bring
back bottled water, canned food
and flashlights from
Thanksgiving," said Tracy
Owen, a junior English major
fioom Henderson.
"She was telling me what to
do if the bridges collapse when
I'm driving and what to do just
to be safe," Owen said.
"I made my mom buy bottled
water, since they say there
won't be any water if we have
an earthquake and hopefully
I'll have a survival kit ready."
said Mary Graham, a junior
public Telations major from

'I think it 's silly to live
our lives In paranoia
over something that is
completely out of our
control.'
- Willis
Calvert City~
Many students lAid fear of the
projected earthquake is
unfounded.
"I think it's silly to live our
lives in paranoia over
something that iB completely
out of our control," said
Jonathon Willis, a junior
radiomajor from West
Frankfort, Ill.
"If it happens it will be
because God wants it to, not
because some guy saya it will,"
he said.
"I think people shouldn't be
afraid of a prediction. They
should be prepared at all
times," said Diana Tracy, a
junior speech pathologist from
Mt.' Vernon, ill.
"It's silly to leave. The guy

(lben Browining) is not psychic.
It's just an educated guess,"
Graham said.
The earthquake prediction
has struck fear in the hearts of
10me students.
"I'm scared to death,'' said
Heather Slater, a freshman
broadcut journalism from St.
Louie, Mo.
"I'm not afraid oC dying, it's
jut knowing what I have to go
through," said Iulie Willis, a
freahmau theater ~ from
West Frankfort, DL
Freshman political science
mejor Donna Porter iB worried
as well.
"I guess, just because it'a the
unknown, it makes it kind of
scary," Porter said.
After eeeing all those people
in the Mexico City and San
Francisco earthquakes on TV, it
makes me hope something like
that doesn't happen to me."
Other students are taking the
projected disaster lightly.
Joe Stucker, a sophomore
advertising major from
Smithfield, said, "I hope it's a
good one."
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.Businesses
choose not
to close

MSU prepares for temblors
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Wnter

ur ray State
U n ive r sity
and i ts
buil d ings
won't be immune to the
ravages of a
major earthquake. But local ex·
perts say many of the structures
on campus are stronger than
one might think.
"Should a 6.5 happen and
should the seismic source zone
be a lon g th e Bl ythevilleCaruthersville Corridor, we'll
probably have minimal damage
- masonry falling, glass break·
ing, those sorts of things," said
Neil Weber, geosciences depart·
ment chairman.
Th e Bly t h evil l e Carut hersville Corridor is a
seismically active area targeted
as the most likely epicenter, in
this area, for a damaging
quake.
Of major concern to MSU
students, particularly those liv·
ing in the residence halls, is the
possibility of collapsing
buildings.
While the posaibility that
some buildings on campus may
collapse exists, the residence
halls should still be standing
after an earthquake, Weber
said.
"In Armenia and Mexico City
we saw buildings pancaking
and the damage was very
severe. Here, we build buildings
differently so they won't collapse , " Weber said .
Objects not itruct~ally tied
to the buildings will probably
suffer the moat damage, Weber
said.

By ALYSSA HARVEY

M

Staff Writer

o c a l
busi n esses
can't afford
to close their
doors for any
reason, including an
earthquake that may or
may not occur.
At Wal·Mart it will be
·
business as usual.
"We have no plans to
c lose , " P aul Shar p ,
manager of the store,
said.
But the giant retailer
has taken precautions;
just in case.
"Everyone (employees)
knows where to go and
what to do in ca.&e of an
earthquake," Sharp said.
The employees have
been shown the safest
places to take customers
in the event of an earthquake, Sharp said.
"We have been building
up on some quantities,
such as water. We have
been keeping stock of supplies people may need,"
Sharp said.
Piggly Wiggly also bas
no plans to cloee its doors
in anticipation of the
quake.
"Dec. 3 is just a prediction. It could happen
three days before that or
at any time," said Eugene
Barnett, local manager of
Pizza Hut. He noted that
the pizzeria will probably
be open on Dec. 3.

L
Photo by R081N CONOVER

The major damage to campus buildings In the event of a major earthquake will come In the form
of cracked masonry and broken glua.
·

Those objects include the vertical facades on the south end of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center and the outside
stairwella at Hart Hall.
Harry Milton, chief engineer
at the physical plant said be
believes bookend structures,
like Regents and White Halls,
are at greater risk during an
earthquake because of the
small surface area they cover.
"White and Regents have
been built to withstand
100-mile-per·hour wind forces,
but whether or not they'll
withstand a ~or earthquake,
that' s another question,"
MiJtou.said, atressi!li that he is
not an expert on structural
engineering.
" A building like Hart, for example, with ita vast area

coverage will have a lot more
stability than Regents and
White," he said.
Periodic investigations are
conducted to see if any campus
buildings have structural problema, Milton said noting that
no major structural problems
have been discovered.
"There hasn't been any obvious thing that needs looking
at except for cracked brick and
caulked joints in some of the
buildings," he said.
Besides Hart Hall, Milton
said he believes Wilson, Faculty
and Hester Halls will survive
an earthquake virtually intact.
"Faculty is one of the betteL.
buildings as ia Hester because
they are designed the same
way. Wilson Hall has 18-inch
walls at ita base plus it only has

three floors," he said.
In the event of an earthquake,
Stewart Stadium could be affected as the result of liquefaction or quicksand-like aoil.
There is only one place on the
Murray State campus where Ji.
quefaction can be found toward the north end of the
campus or north of Stewart
Stadium, Weber said.
"Liquefaction might produce
a problem if Stewart Stadium
were occupied at the time of a
major quake," Weber said.
Liquefaction wu a primary
culprit in the destruction of the
double-decked Nimitz Freeway,
whoee top portion fell onto the
bottom portion, during last Oc·
tober's San Francisco Bay area
earthquake.

Hospital readies
for· possible injured
. ..
...

" If ~be hospital was damaged
or completely destroyed, we
Staff Writer
i t h t b e have plans to move to the
posaibility of Medical Arts building or we
8 m-.ior ear· would even set up a medicalatathquake OC· ti~.n on a football field," ~e said.
curing in the
We could transfer pat1ents to
e a 11 t pur . an area not damaged or even
chue region, , outside this area would be
many residents are wondering adequate."
if the Murray and Calloway
"The main thing is that we
County area is prepared to deal would have to adapt and acijU8t
with such an earthquake and to the situation. We have 40 to
ita accompanying ~uriea.
42 physicians on call and they
Stuart Poeton, administrative would be able to take care of the
director for Murrey-Calloway trauma injuries, like broken
County Hospital, aaid he hopes bones and concuasions, but with
the hoepital is prepared, but it major hijuries, we would call in
is difficult to predict whether or helicopters and move patienta
not it will be ready.
to another hospital in another
"We certainly hope that we are'"-." Poston said.
are prepared, but no one knows
In San Francisco, area
for sure. We do have plans on hospitals had stayed prepared
how to deal with such a situa- for an earthquake, yet the
tion " Poston said.
damages and in,juries caused by
"We have a masa casualty tne 1989 tremor was more hor·
plan that we use for situations rible than most people bad
like tornadoes and we would anticipated.
use that plan in the case of an
Gloria Rodriquez, media
earthquake," he added.
director for San Francisco
Murray-Calloway County General Hospital, said the
Hospital baa 218 total beds, number of injuries reported in
with 40 long·term care beds, but the San Francisco Bay area was
according to Post on, the low, but the death toll was high.
number of patients who ca.n be
"We are the main trauma
cared for can be doubled by put· center for the city, yet we really
ting two patients in a room or didn't have that many injured,"
providing care at another she said.
location.
"We only had about 50 or so
t
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people with injuries and we had
about five people listed in
serious or critical condition.
About 45 people suffered minor
injuries. The rest died on the
scene or on arrival or were
taken to other area hospitala
here in San Francisco or in
Oakland, but we got the bulk of
the numbers,'' Rodriquez said.
According to Rodriquez, the
main typea of ~uriea 8\l.ltained
during and after an earthquake
are broken bonea, head in,juries
and concusaiona. She said theee
ir\juries are due to falls and objects falling onto people during
the initial tremors or
aftershocka.
San Franci.aco General,
well u other area hoepitala,
were either "well-prepared" or
"overi»repared" for the earth·
quake, Rodriquez said.
"I believe we were actually
over-prepared, as far as the ear·
thquake went," Rodriquez said.
Right after it hit, we had hun·
dreds of volunteers who came to
the hospital and were wanting
to help assist in any way possible, and of course, all of our doctore were on call and were ready
to work."
Peggy Billington, Disaster
and Emergency Services director and executive director for
the Calloway County American
~ CJ'O¥, believes that Mur·

ray and Calloway County is
" If this earthquake is a
prepared for the earthquake, massive one, like everyone
however extra precautions belivea that it is going to be, we
should be taken in the event a are simply going to have to take
major earthquake does happen care of the most seriously inin this area.
jured ~pie, f1rst," she said.
"I feel that Murrey-Calloway
"To be ·perfeCtly honest, those
County Hospital would be well· ~ple who will suffer minor inequipped to deal with those in- Junes would have to take care of
jured in an earthquake but I themselves."
think t.hat the hoepital w~uld be - "Murray and Calloway Coun·
ty are giving communities and I
taxed," she said.
"We curTently have two col· believe that J*)l)le would co~e
lege students from MSU who out of the woodwork ,to .i lve
are helping us a.aeu what blood ~ save people a lives,
typea «supplies we have in the because lD the evfithat the
community as far as medicine earthquake does
would
aDd ~ supplies go," have ~be a comm . effort,"
D.:IU..-~'d.
she &ald.
...,uuua...,.. 881
"Afte the earthcni*\ bit "l!e have one . of the beat San Fr~, we altaa! on~
medical centers ~ th~ ~e~ all of thoee people who were
Kentucky area. For lta sue, at 111 risking their livet~ to help other
the largest and the beat, plus I people and I feel that Murray
feel that the l~ge .~ta!'f .would and Calloway County would be
do.a pretty good JOb, Bilbngton equally helpful,'' Billington
s&ld.
said.
She added that area residents
While Murray and Calloway
need to be prepared to "take County officials are working on
care of ourselves, because we a program to better prepare
are surrounded by bridges and area residents for the predicted
if they go, we are going to be cut quake, Billington said the planoff from any direct help."
ning should have started years
According to Billington, a ago.
system would be set up to aid
"Right now, people are workvictims who had sustained in· ing diligently on plans, but we
juries during the quake and ad- should have been working on
ded the community would have this 10 to 15 yean ago,':, abe
'
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'Trivial' items key
to quake survival
By KRISTIE HELMS
Assistant Campus Life Editor

portable radio, a flashlight, a first aid kit and a
blanket could .save your life.
Although these items may seem trivial, they could
be key to surviving a ml\ior earthquake, said Bennie
Cooper, chairman of the Natural Hazards Task
Force at Murray State University.
"I think survival will become an individual
responsibility for the fu-st few minutes during an earthquake,"
Cooper said. "Everybody'a going to have to look out for themaelves
during the shaking."
Cooper and other campus officials have begun preparing students
for an earthquake.
"We want to heighten student awareness about earthquake safe.
ty," said Paula Hulick, director of housing.
We've given every student in the resident halls a brochure about
em~r~ency procedu~s for earthquakes and we will be having
trammg for the housmg staff for procedures to follow in the event
of an earthquake."
There are several things that students can do to prepare for an
impending earthquake, according to the brochure.
Students should make an emergency disaster kit, which includes
a portable radio, a flashlight, extra batteries, a first aid kit and a
blanket.
Students can also pre-plan evacuation routes and decide what
would happen in an earthquake to various pieces of equipment and
furniture in their rooms or place of work.
During an earthquake, the brochure advises against leaving a
building. The best thing to do ia sit or stand against an inside wall By LORI SHAIN
or doorway, or take cover under a desk, table or hench.
Staff Writer
or the past twoAccording to the brochure, if you are outdoors and an earthquake
and-a-half yean a
strikes, remain there. Move into the open, away from overhangs of
buildings and power lines.
Disaster Task
Force baa been
Personal conduct following an earthquake is also important.
working on a
Some guidelines to follow include, using telephones only for
general disaster
emergencies, not going sightseeing and to respond to requests for
plan for the entire
volunteer assistance.
The Natural Hazardous Task Force is also concerned with stu· Murray State University cam·
pua in preparation for any madent's welfare after an earthquake, Cooper said.
"Immediately after the shaking, we've got plans," Cooper said. jor disasters which may occur,
"We've got plans so we can survive as a campus community for 72 including an earthquake that is
being predicted to shake the
hours."
By providing information about Murray State's plans for handl· New Madrid area on Dec. 3.
ing an earthquake, a student's level of of confidence can be built up
"We have a plan for
in order for them to survive, Cooper said.
everyth.iilg," said Emergency
"They know they're going to have someplace to sleep, they know Medical Training Director Benthey're going to have food and water to drink, because we've got nie Cooper.
that stuff set ~ck ," he said.
"We are not as ready as we'd
"Food service 1nforms me that we'll have no problems taking like to be, however, we are now
care of everybody on this campus for 72 hours," Cooper said. more ready to cope with a ml\ior
"Medical people inform me that we can take care of our own. City disaster than we were two-andemergency services are going to be busy with city people, but we'll a-half yean ago because of two
be able to handle ourselves."
reasons. The flr8t is the broad
Students should take it upon themselves to be prepared for an distribution of awarenese and
earthquake, Cooper said.
the second is the education of
"We want to try to get everybody in the know. We hope to get the people concerned," he said.
people trained to the point where when an earthquake strikes, they
"I think that awareness
ca.n survive on their own, I think that's the key,'' he said.
without education is useless,

A
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MSU, area schools teach pupils
what to do when earthquake hits

F

that's our philoeopby," he said.
Cooper, who is also a member
of the task force, said students
have been receiving earthquake
awareness and education
through booklets distributed in
the residence halls instructing
them of what to do if an earth·
quake does occur. The booklets
tell students to take cover
under a desk or in a doorway, to
move away from windows and
to stay indoors.
"Don't do anything out of
panic," he said.
The task force baa also been
working on a pilot project in·
eluding disaster drills in Faculty Hall along with training sea·
sions for the faculty and staff in
the building, Cooper said.
So far, Faculty Hall is the on·
ly building on campus par·
ticipating in the project.
However, it will become a
campus-wide pro~ in the near
future with a campus-wide
evacuation drill, be said.
"We are in the final phase of
the public emergency operation

plan,'' Cooper said.
If an earthquake were to oc·
cur, the needs of every student
could be met within a minimum
of 72 hours, Cooper said. This
includes medical support, food
and water support and housing
facilities.
"We're pretty well-equipped,"
he said.
Aasistant School Superinten·
dent Johnny Bohannon said
that the Calloway County
schools are also taking precautions against the predicted
quake.
All of the Calloway County
school principals will meet with
an architect this month to rmd
out about building structures
and how well they would hold
up during a quake, Bohannon
said.
"Hopefully, by mid-October
we will have more information
to improve the plan with,'' he
said.
Students in the schools are being instructed on emergency
procedures as well, Bohannon
said.

Severe quake would damage city buildings
By LEIGH LANDINI
Assistant

News

major earth·
quake in Murra:,•
is not expected to
level the town,
but it could be
cut off from the
main roads.
Roads in Murray could sustain some damage as a result of
an earthquake comparable to
the 1811 New Madrid Fault
temblor, said Don Elias, Mur·
ray city planner.
.
"Roads most dertnitely can be
atl'ected,'' Elias said.
Earthquake experts have said
roads and bridges could sustain
damage, but the severity of the
damage depends on the condi·
tion of the ground, Elias said.
The main roads in Murray,
like Main, Sycamore and
Chestnut Streets, could suffer
some damage, Elias said.
"I'd say that lower lying
areas, where the ground is
possibly sandy, and wetter soils,
are more vulnerable to movement," Elias said.
Primary roads are expected to

A
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Editor

withstand an earthquake.
Besides damage to roads and
"From a structural view, they bridges, a major earthquake
are stronger roads. They can has the ability to damage
handle more movement than buildings in Murray.
secondary roads," Elias said.
Elias said there would be con·
"With the severity of the New siderable damage, like cracks
Madrid Fault, I would feel like in masonry and wood fram~
we would be blocked off on houses might be twisted.
(Highway) 641 one way or Masonry and wood frame
another,'' Elias said.
houses could also collapse or
The major concern is the shift off of their foundations.
possibility of bridges collapsing
Calloway County is lecated in
and preventing access to the nine zone using the
Murray.
Modified Mercali Intensity
Mac Fitts, building inspector Scale which predicts possible
of the city of Murray, said damage to an area, Elias said.
bridges over Kentucky Lake
The Kentucky Building Code
and the Cumberland River are requires certain factors be built
more likely to fall than the into a building so that it can
newer bridges built on In- withstand an earthquake. And
terstate 24.
according to state codes our
The I-24 bridges were built to area is in a seismically active
earthquake standards and area and buildings must meet
would probably survive an ear· certain standards, Fitts said.
thquake such as the one
One such standard is that the
predicted by scientists within footing of a structure be reinforced with steel, Fitts said.
the next 60 years, Fitts said.
These factors are built into
This area also has small
structures so that damage to
bridges over creeks.
"Most are extremely old and I the building and the loss of life
think there would be some will be Jess. The factors also
help ensure that the building's
damage," Elias said.

occupants get out, Fitts aaid.
"There are factors built into
today's building. The city
chooses not to enforce building
codes (for earthquake preven·
tion) in single-family dwellings," Fitts said.
That fact leaves many homes
in Murray vulnerable. Most are
frame houses, few are masonry.
"If one (an earthquake) occurred of a 9 magnitude (on the
Richter scale), homes built to
code would still have substantial damage, including some
shifting, some cracking, chimnies falling and furniture mov·
ing," Elias said.
The older structures would
probably collapse, and multi·
story structures and those
houses not built to earthquake
codes are more prone to
damage, Elias said.
Fitts disagreed. He said there
is no difference between older
homes and newer homes in
Murray.
"Surprisingly, we have a
higher quality built home. Most
builders build a very good
home," Fitts said.

With the possibility of an ear·
thquake in this area, many lending institutions require earth·
quake insurance before making
a mortg~e agreement with a
buyer, Elias said.
An earthquake could also af.
feet the local water supply and
water treatment plant, Elias
said.
"If it hit with the intensity of
the New Madrid quake, some
underground pipes will be
broken," Elias said.
In the event of an earthquake,
Elias said his office will a.asesa
the damage and shut off the
damaged areas.
He said if waste water lines
are broken, the office will" fmd
out where the lines are and try
to minimize the damage.
An earthquake could also
shut off the town's electricity.
Residents should be prepared to
be without electricity after a
ml\ior earthauake, Elias said.
A temblor could also affect
gas service. In the event of an
earthquake, the city planner's
office will assess the damage
and if necessary shut off valves
Elias said.
'

